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COMMONWEALTH POSITION 

Introduction 

1.1 In this case, the Commonwealth will oppose the claim by the 

Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) for a $24.60 per week 

increase in all award wage rates. 

1.2 The claim follows a large increase of $18 per week to all award 

rates provided by the Australian Industrial Relations Commission (the 

Commission) in 2002 – the largest increase awarded since the 

Commonwealth Government introduced the Workplace Relations Act 

1996 (WR Act). 

Position in this case 

1.3 The Commonwealth’s position in this case is that it will not 

oppose a moderate increase of up to $12 per week in the award rates of 

the low paid. 

1.4 The increase should, however, apply on the following basis: 

(a) in order to represent a genuine safety net adjustment, it must only 

be available to award rates up to and including the equivalent of 

the tradesperson’s rate – C10 in the Metal Industries Award – 

currently $525.20 per week; 

(b) it must apply until the next Safety Net Review and be fully 

absorbed into all above award payments including from enterprise 

and informal over-award agreements; and 
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(c) there must be a twelve month gap between the increase awarded 

by the Commission in its 2002 decision and any increase decided 

in this case. 

1.5 The Commonwealth submits that it is irresponsible for the ACTU 

and the State and Territory Governments to argue for safety net increases 

of more than $12 per week without putting forward any proposals to 

offset the negative impact of their claims. 

1.6 In this regard, the Commonwealth is of the view that if the 

Commission were to consider awarding an increase of more than $12 per 

week in the award rates of the low paid, then such an increase should be 

phased-in over a period of no less than 18 months. 

Grounds for opposing the claim 

1.7 The Commonwealth is opposed to the claim by the ACTU for a 

$24.60 per week increase in all award wage rates for the following main 

reasons: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

it disregards concerns about potential external risks to the national 

economy; 

it ignores the adverse impact on jobs that a large increase would 

have, particularly for vulnerable groups in the labour market; 

it underestimates the adverse impact that a large increase would 

have in some industry sectors, particularly for businesses in 

regions suffering from the hardships brought on by the drought; 

it pays little regard to the Commission’s role in furthering the 

Objects of the WR Act, particularly in regard to attaining high 
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levels of productivity and employment and encouraging 

agreement-making; and 

(e) it places undue emphasis on the role of the wages system in 

maintaining social equity. 

Safety Net Reviews 

1.8 The Commonwealth is of the view that the emphases in the WR 

Act on providing a minimum award safety net for the low paid, attaining 

high levels of employment and encouraging agreement-making are not 

fully reflected in the Commission’s Safety Net Review decisions. 

1.9 In the Commonwealth’s view, primary considerations in adjusting 

award wage rates are the employment needs of the low paid, the 

employment prospects of the unemployed and the capacity of employers 

to meet increased labour costs.  The Commission must also give due 

regard to the effect of its Safety Net Review decisions on the 

encouragement of agreement-making. 

1.10 In order to reinforce these requirements in the WR Act, the 

Government has proposed amendments in the Workplace Relations 

Amendment (Protecting the Low Paid) Bill 2003.  The Bill was 

introduced into the Federal Parliament on 13 February 2003. 
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ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 

Introduction 

2.1 The Australian economy is expected to grow by around 3 per cent 

in 2002-03 and around 4 per cent in 2003-04.  A moderation of economic 

growth in 2002-03 is forecast mainly due to the expected effects of the 

drought on the economy, while the more positive outlook in 2003-04 

assumes a return to average seasonal conditions in rural Australia and 

stronger world growth. 

2.2 There are, however, substantial risks around the economic 

outlook.  Global economic conditions may deteriorate further. 

Notwithstanding the recent rains, the drought may persist, or a slowdown 

in housing activity may be greater than expected. 

2.3 If the downside risks come to fruition, the Australian economy is 

likely to experience weaker economic outcomes and employment 

prospects than these forecasts. 

Domestic forecast 

2.4 So far the Australian economy has remained resilient in the face 

of weak global conditions, ongoing global economic and financial 

uncertainty, and one of the most severe droughts of the past century. 

2.5 Despite the unfavourable backdrop, the non-farm economy 

maintained considerable momentum through 2002, driven by very strong 

growth in domestic demand, with consumption, dwelling investment and 

business investment all growing solidly. 

2.6 After a soft period in the middle of the year, employment 

rebounded strongly, consistent with the strength of the non-farm economy 
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and above-average levels of business confidence, which held up well in 

the circumstances.  Employment grew by 323 900 (or 3.5 per cent) in the 

year to January 2003 to reach a record high of 9 586 600.1 

2.7 Over the last four months, employment growth has been 

particularly robust, increasing by 239 300 (or 2.6 per cent).  Advice from 

the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), however, suggests that these 

results may have been affected by the phasing-in of the new labour force 

survey sample.  They should therefore be viewed with some caution. 

2.8 Underlying inflation remained moderate, although one-off factors 

temporarily pushed up headline inflation to over 3 per cent.  

2.9 In general, the domestic forecasts are largely unchanged from the 

2002-03 Mid-Year Economic and Fiscal Outlook (MYEFO) released in 

November 2002.  Recent economic releases, such as the 2002 September 

quarter National Accounts, are broadly consistent with MYEFO forecasts. 

2.10 The economy is expected to grow by around 3 per cent in 2002-

03, before rebounding to 4 per cent in 2003-04, based on the assumption 

that global conditions improve and the drought breaks.  Non-farm GDP 

growth is expected to remain solid in 2002-03, but to slow a little in 

2003-04, as the growth in domestic demand eases from recent very strong 

rates, largely reflecting an expected contraction in housing activity. 

2.11 Inflation is expected to decline to around the middle of the target 

band of 2-3 per cent through the forecast horizon, in line with likely 

moderate growth in wages and solid ongoing productivity gains. 

                                           
1 ABS Labour Force Survey, January 2003 (Cat No 6203). 
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2.12 The outlook for the labour market is also broadly unchanged from 

MYEFO.  Despite the recent strong jobs growth, the expectation of a 

more moderate rate of economic growth in the months to come, coupled 

with a number of leading indicators of employment, point to a possible 

moderation in employment growth in coming months. 

2.13 Employment growth is forecast to be around 1¾ per cent in both 

2002-03 and 2003-04, reflecting the outlook for solid non-farm GDP 

growth and expected moderate growth in wages. 

2.14 The unemployment rate should gradually decline over the forecast 

period to average around 6 per cent in both the June quarter 2003 and the 

June quarter 2004, compared with the outcome of 6.3 per cent in the June 

quarter 2002. 

Outlook for the world economy 

2.15 The outlook for the world economy is largely unchanged from 

MYEFO — Australia continues to face an external environment with 

large and significant risks that could threaten domestic stability if they 

came to fruition. 

2.16 Recent data are consistent with only a modest pick-up in growth 

over the forecast period, particularly in the United States, Japan and most 

other East Asian economies.  The weakening in world economic activity 

apparent in the second half of 2002 has probably carried over into early 

2003. 

2.17 While a broad-based recovery remains the central forecast for 

most economies by 2003-04, the range and magnitude of risks to the 

external environment are unprecedented in recent years. 
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Key risks to the economic outlook 

2.18 The key risk to the outlook for the domestic economy remains the 

uncertainty surrounding the world outlook.  While the Australian 

economy has so far been able to shrug off much of the global weakness, a 

further deterioration in the economies of our major trading partners could 

eventually see growth falter. 

2.19 A large increase in business investment underpins the growth 

outlook.  In the past, this component of demand has been particularly 

sensitive to global economic conditions and the level of global 

uncertainty surrounding the outlook. 

2.20 The risks associated with the heightening of geo-political 

tensions, the downturn in global equity markets and the sustained rise in 

oil prices have become more acute.  Accordingly, the possibility of a 

much weaker world environment is a substantial downside risk to the 

outlook.  

2.21 The major domestic uncertainty is the length and severity of the 

drought.  While the effects of the adverse seasonal conditions on activity 

in 2002-03 are becoming clearer, the outlook for economic activity in 

2003-04 is underpinned by the assumed breaking of the drought.  

Consequently, should the dry conditions persist into 2003-04, the impact 

on farm production and activity will be even more significant. 

2.22 The indirect effects of a persisting drought on industries upstream 

and downstream from the farm sector, and on consumption expenditure 

by rural and regional communities, would be expected to result in a 

further subtraction from GDP growth.   
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2.23 There are also risks surrounding the housing cycle.  The run-up in 

housing activity in 2002-03 has been sharper than expected, resulting in 

the possibility of a higher peak and a delayed decline thereafter.  While a 

weakening in housing activity is in prospect, the magnitude and timing of 

the decline are uncertain. 

2.24 A stronger than expected contraction in the housing sector could 

have substantial effects on other parts of the economy — such as 

manufacturing and business services – with effects on employment, 

consumption and investment.  There is also a risk that housing prices, 

which appear to be reaching unsustainable levels in some markets, 

particularly inner-city medium density housing, could fall, with attendant 

wealth and confidence effects on spending. 

2.25 More detailed information on the economic outlook can be found 

in the 2002-03 MYEFO. 

Conclusion 

2.26 The Australian economy has remained resilient in the face of 

weak global conditions.  Despite the unfavourable backdrop, the 

non-farm economy maintained considerable momentum through 2002, 

driven by very strong growth in domestic demand, with consumption, 

dwelling investment and business investment all growing solidly. 

2.27 After a soft period in the middle of the year, employment grew 

more rapidly, consistent with the strength of the non-farm economy and 

above-average levels of business confidence, which held up well in the 

circumstances. 

2.28 However, key risks remain.  These are associated with the 

ongoing global economic and financial uncertainty, and one of the most 
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severe droughts of the past century.  Despite the solid outlook for 

domestic activity, on balance the risks around the outlook are on the 

downside, reflecting the seriousness of international developments.  
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WAGES AND EARNINGS DEVELOPMENTS 

Introduction 

3.1 An increase in award wages of the size sought by the ACTU 

would fuel wage pressures.  The Commonwealth asserts that the award 

rates that ought to be the key focus of the Safety Net Review – i.e. rates 

up to and including the equivalent of the tradesperson’s rate, C10, in the 

Metal Industries Award - have more than kept pace with general wage 

growth over the last five years. 

3.2 The Wage Cost Index (WCI) is the best measure with which to 

compare changes in award wages.  Most of the other comparative 

measures used by the ACTU are earnings measures and the Commission 

determines wage levels, not earnings levels. 

3.3 ABS data have confirmed that the last safety net adjustment has 

made an important contribution to wages growth in the September and 

December quarters of 2002. 

Current pace of wages growth 

3.4 Data from the main indicators suggest that wages growth was 

moderate in 2002 (see Figure 3.1).  There are, however, signs of 

increasing wage pressure in some indicators. 
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Figure 3.1: Annual wages and earnings growth from September 1998 
to December 2002 - main indicators 
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Sources: ABS, Wage Cost Index (Cat No 6345.0), Average Weekly Earnings (Cat No 6302.0), 
Consumer Price Index (Cat No 6401.0), and Australian National Accounts (Cat No 5206.0); DEWR, 
Workplace Agreements Database. 

Wage Cost Index 

3.5 The WCI measures changes in wage costs for a fixed ‘basket’ of 

wage and salary earner jobs.  The WCI measure of total hourly rates of 

pay excluding bonuses, rose by 3.4 per cent over the year to December 

2002, up slightly from the 3.3 per cent growth over the year to the 

September quarter and the 3.1 per cent growth over each of the years to 

the June and March quarters 2002. 

3.6 The annual increase for both the public and private sectors was 

3.5 per cent in December 2002.  This is up slightly from September 2002, 

when the private sector annual increase was 3.4 per cent, and the public 

sector increase was 3.3 per cent. 
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3.7 The ABS now provides seasonally adjusted estimates for the 

WCI.  These are classified as 'experimental' because the time series is not 

yet long enough to allow reliable seasonal adjustment (currently 22 

quarters) and there is some instability in the seasonal patterns.  

3.8 In seasonally adjusted terms, the WCI increased by 0.9 per cent in 

the December quarter 2002, unchanged from the September and June 

quarter increases.  The annual increase to the December quarter was 

3.5 per cent, up from 3.3 per cent over the year to the September quarter 

and 3.2 per cent over the year to the June quarter.  

Average weekly earnings 

3.9 The Average Weekly Earnings (AWE) Survey measures AWE for 

all employees and average weekly ordinary time earnings (AWOTE) for 

full-time adult employees, among other things.  It does not provide 

measures of wage movements per se. 

3.10 The AWE Survey measures are influenced by changes in the 

composition of the labour market and are subject to significant volatility, 

making interpretation and analysis difficult and potentially unreliable. 

3.11 The most recent data show (in seasonally adjusted terms) that 

AWOTE for full-time adult employees grew by 4.8 per cent in the year to 

November 2002.  This followed growth of 4.9 per cent and 5.2 per cent 

over the years to the August and May quarters of 2002 respectively. 

3.12 The AWOTE series has shown considerable volatility in the 

period since November 1998, peaking at 6.1 per cent over the year to the 

August quarter 2000, after reaching a low of 2.1 per cent over the year to 

August 1999.  In contrast to comparable wage indicators, this makes it 

difficult to ascertain trends in earnings growth. 
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Federal agreements 

3.13 The average annualised wage increase (AAWI) for employees 

covered by federal agreements that were certified in the September 

quarter 2002 was 4.1 per cent, up from 3.6 per cent in the June quarter 

2002 and from 3.9 per cent in September 2001.  These quarterly data can 

be affected by the industry mix of the agreements certified in the quarter, 

and do not necessarily indicate rising wage pressures. 

3.14 All agreements current at 30 September 2002 paid an AAWI of 

3.8 per cent, unchanged from all agreements current at 30 June 2002 and 

up slightly from the AAWI of 3.7 per cent for all agreements current at 

30 September 2001.  

National accounts  

3.15 Average earnings on a national accounts basis (AENA)1 grew by 

3.4 per cent over the year to the September quarter 2002 in seasonally 

adjusted terms, after growing by 3.6 per cent in the year to the June 

quarter 2002, and by 4.0 per cent over the year to the March quarter 2002.  

In the MYEFO, AENA is forecast to grow by 4¼ per cent (in seasonally 

adjusted terms) in 2002–03, similar to the outcome in 2001–02. 

Executive remuneration2  

3.16 Over the year to the December quarter 2002, senior management 

base salaries rose by 4.0 per cent (down from 4.5 per cent over the year to 

                                           
1 AENA is defined as average non-farm compensation per employee, and is a broad measure of 
earnings which includes fringe benefits, workers’ compensation, employer superannuation 
contributions and termination, severance and redundancy payments. 
2 Executive salaries data are sourced from Mercer Cullen Egan Dell’s (MCED) Quarterly Salary 
Review. 
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September 2002).  Total remuneration rose by 4.2 per cent (down from 

4.5 per cent over the year to the September quarter). 

3.17 The ACTU submission refers to a survey of executive salaries 

conducted by the Australian Financial Review (AFR) in November 2002.  

The ACTU states that according to the survey ‘the incomes of the top 100 

CEOs grew by an average of 38 per cent last year (not including 

retirement benefits)’. 3 

3.18 It is important to note that this AFR survey concentrates on the 

earnings growth of only the very highest paid corporate executives in 

Australia, and is not representative of trends among senior executives 

generally. 

Real earnings growth 

3.19 Using the headline CPI as the price deflator, it is estimated that 

real seasonally adjusted AWOTE for full-time adult employees grew by 

1.7 per cent over the year to the November 2002 quarter, compared to real 

increases of 1.6 per cent and 2.3 per cent over the year to the August and 

May 2002 quarters, respectively. 

3.20 Real earnings have grown almost without interruption since the 

early 1990s (see Figure 3.2). 

                                           
3ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, paragraph 3.27.  

http://www.airc.gov.au/safetynet_review/actu/actu_submission_2.pdf
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Figure 3.2: Index of real AWOTE, August 1985 to November 2002 
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Source: ABS, Average Weekly Earnings (Cat No 6302.0), Consumer Price Index (Cat No 6401.0). 

Indicators of wage movements 

3.21 Since 1996 the cumulative wage increase from safety net 

adjustments is $82 at the Federal Minimum Wage (FMW) level, 

equivalent to an average annual increase of 3.6 per cent.  The 

Commission should take into account this sizeable increase over the 

longer term and not just the year to year increases. 

3.22 The composition of the labour market evolves over time.  Hence 

the ACTU’s comparisons of C14 and C10 award rates with AWOTE 

since 19834 miss the point about the role of the wages safety net. 

3.23 Since 1983, there have been sweeping structural changes in the 

labour market, and in the broader economy and society.  As a result of the 

significant institutional changes in wage setting arrangements over the 

                                           
4ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, figure 3.11. 
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last decade and the spread of enterprise bargaining, award wages should 

now act as a genuine ‘safety net’.  

3.24 The WR Act requires the Commission to adjust award rates 

having regard to the ‘need to provide fair minimum standards for 

employees in the context of living standards generally’. There is no case 

for linking growth in award rates to growth in average earnings, as is 

argued by the ACTU. 

3.25 Safety net increases have already increased the real value of the 

lowest award rates since June 1996, so that the FMW (C14) is now 

significantly higher than it was in June 1990 (Figure 3.3).  When the one-

off impact of the GST is taken into account (bearing in mind that 

employees were compensated for its contribution to inflation through 

lower tax rates), the FMW is even higher in real terms. 

Figure 3.3: Real value of C14, June 1990 to September 2002 
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Note: The FMW was determined by the Australian Industrial Relations Commission in the 1997 Safety 
Net Review decision.  Prior to 1997, the C14 rate can be considered the ‘de facto’ FMW.  
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Comparing growth in award wages with growth in AWOTE 

3.26 In its written submission the ACTU implies that award wages 

should ‘keep pace with community wage movements’.  It then asserts that 

increases in award wages should be commensurate with full-time average 

weekly ordinary time earnings (AWOTE), as wages bill measures 

‘provide the best indicator of movements in living standards - ie of wages 

as earnings’. 5 

3.27 Because it is an earnings measure, not a wages measure, AWOTE 

reflects not only changes in wage rates paid for performing the same 

work at the same level, but also reflects pay rises due to changes in the 

duties of individual jobs, and changes in the occupation and industry mix 

of employment. 

3.28 Relatively stronger growth in high skilled occupations compared 

to low paid and middle paid occupations, as occurred over recent years, 

could lead to a higher increase in AWOTE than in the WCI even when all 

workers receive the same percentage increase in pay. 

3.29 The Commission determines wage levels, not earnings.  

Employers may counter the cost of wage increases by reducing employee 

hours so that changes in employee earnings do not reflect the change in 

their wages.  This is a further reason why increases in wages will not 

always lead to commensurate increases in overall earnings. 

• 

                                          

For example, average weekly total earnings for all employees in 

Health and community services, an industry with a relative high 

proportion of employees on awards, actually declined marginally from 

$597.60 to $597.40 over the two years to May 2002. 

 
5 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, pages 19 and 20. 
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3.30 The Commonwealth demonstrated in the last Safety Net Review 

that the WCI provides the best benchmark for comparing movements in 

award wages.6  It is the only measure of wages growth that covers all 

employees, and unlike earnings measures, it specifically adjusts for 

changes in the number of hours and the quality of work. 

3.31 It therefore represents changes over time in the pay received by a 

worker performing the same tasks with the same requisite skill level. This 

is analogous to analysing the same award rate over time.  

3.32 The ABS advises that: 

• 

• 

                                          

‘The Average Weekly Earnings series does not provide a reliable 

indicator of changes in wage rates, as it is significantly affected by 

compositional shifts in the workforce. 

Users who require a reliable measure of change in wage and salary 

rates should refer to the quarterly Wage Cost Index series (results 

published in Catalogue no. 6345.0), which directly measure changes 

in wage and salary rates each quarter’.7  

3.33 In comparing movements in award wages with the wages of the 

wider community it is clear therefore that the Commission should rely on 

the WCI. 

3.34 Figure 3.4 below compares changes over time in the WCI with 

changes in C14 and C10.  Changes in AWOTE are also presented.  The 

changes in C14 and C10 have tracked changes in the WCI closely over 

this period, while AWOTE has grown somewhat faster. 

 
6 Commonwealth Submission, Safety Net Review- Wages 2001-02 (printed version), pages 26 - 29. 
7 ABS, Average Weekly Earnings (preliminary), November 2000 (Cat. No. 6301.0) 
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3.35 Over the year to the December quarter 2002, the C14 rate 

increased by 4.4 per cent and the C10 increased by 3.5 per cent, both of 

which are higher than the 3.4 per cent increase in the WCI. 

Figure 3.4: C14, C10, WCI and AWOTE, September 1997 to 
December 2002 
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Source: ABS, Wage Cost Index (Cat No 6345.0) and Average Weekly Earnings (Cat No 6302.0); 
Metal Industries Award.   

3.36 The ACTU claims that last year’s average increase of 3.3 per cent 

in award wages was ‘still significantly less than comparable enterprise 

bargaining outcomes’, and less than the movement in all wage measures 

bar the WCI 8.   

3.37 Data from the DEWR Workplace Agreements Database (WAD) 

show that the AAWI for all federal agreements certified in the June 

quarter 2002 in the three most award dependent industries – 

Accommodation cafes and restaurants, Retail trade and Health and 

                                           
8 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, page 2. 
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community services – was 3.0 per cent.  This is actually somewhat less 

than the ACTU figure of 3.3 per cent for the average increase in award 

wages. 

3.38 As already pointed out the WCI is the best measure with which to 

compare changes in award wages.  Most of the other measures used for 

comparison in the ACTU’s submission are earnings measures, not wage 

measures, and so are not comparable. 

3.39 With the release of the latest WCI data on Wednesday 19 

February 2002, the ABS noted the following: 

The 2002 Safety Net Review decision by the Australian Industrial 

Relations Commission was to adjust federal full-time minimum 

award rates by $18 per week. It equated to a 4.4% wage increase for 

those jobs paid minimum award rates.  

The majority of these safety net adjustments have flowed through to 

the WCI in the September and December quarters 2002.  The 

number of jobs being paid this increase has been split fairly evenly 

between these two quarters. 

There was no single mechanism dominating private sector pay 

movements, with Collective agreements, Awards and Salary reviews 

all being important sources of wage increases. 

3.40 Thus the last safety net adjustment has made an important 

contribution to wages growth in the December quarter of 2002, and, by 

implication, in the September quarter also. 
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Conclusion 

3.41 Those award rates that ought to be the key focus of this Safety Net 

Review – that is, C14 to C10 – have more than kept pace with general 

wage growth over the last five years. 

3.42 The ACTU’s claim that ‘award wages have generally failed to 

keep pace with community wage movements’9 is incorrect. 

3.43 While wages growth has been moderate, there are some signs of 

emerging wage pressures. In its February Statement on Monetary Policy, 

the Reserve Bank of Australia noted that ‘signs have emerged that the 

wage cycle has passed its trough, although most labour cost indicators 

suggest that wage pressures remain generally moderate’.10 

3.44 The ACTU’s claim, if granted, would deliver pay rises well in 

excess of those prevailing in the rest of the community. This could have 

significant flow through effects on the wage rises sought under other 

pay-setting methods, and add substantially to wage pressures. 

 

 
9 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, page 19. 
10 Reserve Bank of Australia, Statement of Monetary Policy, February 2003, page 47. 
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WAGE AND EMPLOYMENT TRADE-OFF 

Introduction 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

4.6 

Large safety net wage increases that are not accompanied by 

productivity improvements will have a negative impact on firms and 

employment. 

Many award-reliant employees work in lower skill occupations 

that are characterised by low productivity.  If granted in full the ACTU’s 

claim will weaken the stability of employment for this group. 

Trade-off 

Award wage increases that run ahead of productivity growth 

reduce the employment opportunities for those the wage increase aims to 

benefit, particularly those with low skill levels.  They also harm the 

unemployed by reducing the likelihood of new job opportunities. 

While aggregate productivity growth for the economy as a whole 

has remained strong, productivity growth has been lower for the sectors 

employing the bulk of award-reliant employees. 

As such, using the aggregate productivity performance of the 

economy as the basis of an increase in award wages will reduce 

employment opportunities for some, offsetting gains in living conditions. 

Economic impact of wage increases 

Productivity is the amount of output per unit of input used in the 

production process.  A rise in wages that is not matched by productivity 

improvements, other things being equal, increases a firm’s labour costs, 

reduces its profitability and may pose a threat to its viability depending 
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on its circumstances.  As a result, firms may alter their employment, 

investment or pricing decisions. 

4.7 

4.8 

4.9 

4.10 

4.11 

4.12 

In the short run, a firm may find it too expensive to maintain its 

existing employment level.  Higher wages may also reduce future 

recruitment as each additional employee is more costly to hire than would 

have been the case without wage rises.   

Moreover, as profitability is reduced by higher wage costs, 

intended investment may be deferred thereby further reducing future 

employment growth. 

In the longer run, as capital becomes cheaper in comparison to 

labour, firms may replace low-skilled employees with capital, perhaps 

incorporating new technology.   

Firms may also attempt to maintain profitability by passing on the 

higher costs to consumers as higher output prices.  Higher prices may 

result however, in lower sales levels and hence slower employment 

growth than would otherwise be the case. 

In addition, the higher inflation may lead to a rise in interest rates 

by the Reserve Bank to maintain price stability.  Any interest rate rise 

would slow economic growth and hence employment growth further, 

mainly through its negative impact on investment. 

As a trading economy, higher wage costs, relative to those of our 

trading partners, decrease Australia’s international competitiveness.  This 

adversely affects the performance of Australia’s exporters and import-

competing industries, prompting them to reduce employment or improve 

productivity to keep their costs in line with their overseas competitors.  
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As a result, employment demand would be lower than would otherwise 

be the case. 

Offsets to wage increases 

4.13 

4.14 

4.15 

4.16 

To some extent, the adverse impact of higher wages will be offset 

by the increase in disposable incomes for those employed, which will 

generate higher demand for goods and services.  Price rises may occur if 

demand is sufficiently high.  High wages granted to employees in one 

sector or income group may place upward pressures on wages of 

employees in other sectors or income groups.  

Importantly, the adverse economic impact of higher wages could 

be offset if future productivity improves.  Productivity is the key factor in 

determining the extent to which business is able to pay higher wages 

while maintaining its production costs, obviating the need for cutting 

employment or raising prices.  However, a wage rise in excess of 

productivity improvements is likely to have an adverse impact on 

employment and the economic outlook. 

Extent of employment impact: the most vulnerable group 

To the extent that wage increases result in job losses and lower 

employment growth, the impact is most pronounced among less skilled 

and productive workers.  In particular, less skilled workers face a higher 

probability of being laid off, as they are easier to replace than higher 

skilled workers. 

Similarly, firms will be reluctant to take on additional less skilled 

employees and job seekers in the face of rising wage costs, thereby 

weakening the employment prospects of these groups.  This is 
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particularly the case in the event of a downturn or negative shock to the 

economy. 

4.17 

4.18 

• 

• 

                                                

Many employees on awards are members of this most vulnerable 

group.  These employees generally are concentrated in lower skilled 

occupations compared to those who are paid under enterprise agreements.  

As low skilled workers are less likely to achieve sizeable productivity 

improvements, they may be more affected by any reduction in 

employment. 

ABS survey data indicate that lower skilled occupations account 

for a relatively high proportion of workers under the awards system 

compared with highly skilled occupations, and that industries with the 

highest productivity levels are dominated by enterprise bargaining.1  

Seventy-five per cent of award paid employees are covered by four 
broad occupation groups of an intermediate and elementary skill level, 
with 73 per cent of all employees in these four occupation groups not 
possessing educational qualifications beyond Year 12.  

In contrast the higher skilled occupations (Managers and 
administrators, Professionals and Associate Professionals) only 
account for 10 per cent of award paid employees.  Of these employees, 
78 per cent possess some form of post-school qualification. 

 
1 Sources:  ABS, Survey of Employee Earnings and Hours (Preliminary), May 2002, (Cat No 6305.0); 
and ABS, Australian System of National Accounts, 2001-02, (Cat No 5204.0).  The ABS classifies all 
occupations in the Australian workforce according to two main criteria – skill level and skill 
specialisation.  More detailed information can be found in ABS, Australian Standard Classification of 
Occupations, Second Edition, 1997 (Cat No 1220.0).  
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Figure 4.1: Gross Product Per Hour Worked by Industry:  

Ten-Year Average Growth Rates(a)  
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Source: ABS Australian System of National Accounts (Cat No 5204.0). 
Notes:  
(a) Ten-year average growth rates from 1991-92 to 2001-02. 
(b) Distributional services consist of Wholesale trade, Retail trade, and Transport and storage. 
 

4.19 

4.20 

4.21 

As productivity growth measured in any one year is subject to 

volatility, it is more reasonable to look at the year average productivity 

growth rates over the past decade as shown in Figure 4.1.  

Over the past decade, the strongest productivity growth industries 

in year average terms, measured in terms of gross product per hour 

worked, were for the Communication services, Utilities and Mining 

sectors. 

According to the latest ABS data, these three industries accounted 

for only around one per cent of award workers employed in the industries 
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where productivity is measured by the ABS.2  In comparison, the 

corresponding figure for the four lowest productivity growth industries, 

namely Health and community services, Cultural and recreational 

services, Construction, and Accommodation, cafes and restaurants, is 

around 47 per cent. 

4.22 

4.23 

4.24 

                                                

The ACTU argues in Chapter 6 of its submission that strong past 

employment growth in several award industries and productivity growth 

in these industries in 2001-02 means that the ACTU wage claim would 

have limited economic effects. 

However, employment growth reflects a range of factors, such as 

an increase in part-time employment and a general shift to service 

industries.  These factors are not unique to Australia so employment 

growth should not be used to claim that award increases have no 

economic impact. 

In addition, productivity growth may display short term volatility 

so it can be misleading to draw conclusions on industry productivity from 

movements in any one year.  For instance, productivity typically 

increases temporarily as employment falls, such as happened for 

Accommodation, cafes and restaurant in 2001-02, or when growth in an 

industry increases. 

 
2 The estimates are derived from ABS, Survey of Employee Earnings and Hours (Preliminary), May 
2002, (Cat No 6305.0).  Note that the data may be revised in the final publication.  The proportion of 
award employment figure is calculated by excluding the four industries where productivity is not 
measured by the ABS.  These industries are Personal and other services, Property and business 
services, Government administration and defence, and Education, in which the ABS makes the 
assumption that labour productivity growth is unchanged over time.  Of all award employees, 18.2 per 
cent are employed in these four industries.   
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Conclusion 

4.25 

4.26 

4.27 

The Commission must be aware that in granting any wage 

increase not matched by future productivity improvements, it is trading 

the benefits to the living standards of those employed against lower 

employment and weaker economic growth than would otherwise be the 

case. 

Many award workers are more likely to be affected by any 

employment change and are less likely to be able to offset a wage 

increase through higher productivity outcomes. 

In the event that the downside risks to the economy outlined 

earlier in Section 2 eventuate, a high wage increase is likely to harm 

employment and the broader economy further, with the greatest impact 

being felt among lower skilled workers on awards. 
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MINIMUM WAGE DEBATE 

Introduction 

5.1 Moderation in adjusting award wages will help to ensure that the 

job prospects of low skilled workers continue to improve.  While there is 

debate over the extent to which minimum wage increases impact on 

aggregate employment growth, there is considerable evidence to suggest 

that a safety net increase will harm the employment prospects of low 

skilled workers and others who are most vulnerable in the labour market. 

5.2  Both international and Australian analysts urge caution over both 

the relative value of the minimum wage and the rate at which it should be 

allowed to rise. 

International studies 

5.3 In previous Safety Net Review cases, the parties have drawn on the 

extensive body of international academic literature that examines the link 

between minimum wages and employment.  Considerable debate has 

taken place over both the validity of these international studies, and their 

applicability to Australia. 

5.4 As in previous cases, the ACTU has relied heavily on the Card and 

Krueger findings to support its assertion that its claim will not have 

adverse microeconomic impacts.  The paper titled ‘A Survey of the 

Literature on Minimum Wages’, by Professors Dowrick and Quiggin, 

refers to Card and Krueger’s ‘natural experiments’ on the impact of 

minimum wage increases (see Box 5A). 1  

                                                 
1 ACTU Composite Exhibit, Tag 8. 
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Box 5A: Card and Krueger 

Since the mid 1990s, a focal point of the academic debate on minimum wages has 

been an analysis conducted by two United States economists, Card and Krueger, 

which challenged a central principle of economics – that when the price of a product 

rises people will generally purchase less of it. Card and Krueger claimed that, within 

certain limits, setting a legal minimum wage above free market rates is an effective 

measure for improving the welfare of low paid workers without causing considerable 

job losses. 

 

Card and Krueger base their findings primarily on ‘natural experiments’ they 

conducted in the fast food industry.  For instance, they analysed the impact of changes 

in the FMW in New Jersey compared to the ‘control’ state of Pennsylvania where 

state minimum wages were already above the FMW and remained unchanged.  In 

essence, Card and Krueger compared businesses affected by the change with those 

unaffected by the change.  Their studies found a negligible or moderately positive 

relationship between employment and minimum wage increases in the fast food 

industry in selected states of the United States. 

 

Since their study was first published, in 1995, critics have challenged both the 

assumptions underpinning their ‘natural experiments’ and the degree to which their 

findings can be applied to other industries or other countries. 

 

5.5 Dowrick and Quiggin simply observe that Card and Krueger 

‘found evidence that, on balance, the increase in minimum wage raised 

employment’.2  However, Dowrick and Quiggin do not draw any overall 

conclusion about the validity of Card and Krueger’s findings. They do, 

however, claim that some research provides direct or indirect support for 

Card and Krueger’s position. 

                                                 
2 ACTU Composite Exhibit, Tag 8, page 103. 
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5.6 Dowrick and Quiggin pay scant attention to the extensive critique 

of Card and Krueger’s work.  In referring to the vast array of published 

studies that identify shortcomings in Card and Krueger’s analysis, 

Dowrick and Quiggin simply state that most critics endorse the view of 

Ehrenberg that ‘the finding of a positive employment response to 

increases in minimum wages amounts to the denial of the law of 

demand’.3 

5.7 In fact, the Myth and Measurement Review Symposium edited by 

Ehrenberg, highlights many specific deficiencies in Card and Krueger’s 

work, giving the criticism much more substance than implied by 

assertions about the denial of the law of demand.  

5.8 For instance, Hamermesh argues that Card and Krueger are simply 

picking up short-run responses to changes in the minimum wage, and that 

in the longer run, a negative relationship between employment and 

minimum wage would persist.4 He argues that the time span of Card and 

Krueger’s ‘natural experiment’ does not capture the full impact of 

minimum wage increases on the industry. 

5.9 According to Hamermesh, Card and Krueger ignore the knowledge 

held by many entrepreneurs about forthcoming minimum wage 

adjustments, well before they are enshrined in legislation. In the United 

States, adjustments are ‘discussed at great length … and often pre-

programmed years in advance of their effective date’.5  Therefore, 

                                                 
3 The bibliography to the Dowrick and Quiggin paper does not provide details of the Ehrenberg 
material which they quote. 
4 D Hamermesh, ‘Review Symposium – Myth and Measurement: The New Economics of the 
Minimum Wage’, R Ehrenberg (ed), Industrial and Labour Relations Review, July 1995, Vol 48, No 4. 
5 D Hamermesh, ‘Review Symposium – Myth and Measurement: The New Economics of the 
Minimum Wage’, R Ehrenberg (ed), Industrial and Labour Relations Review, July 1995, Vol 48, No 4, 
page 836. 
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businesses may adjust employment levels in response to anticipated 

increases in labour costs before the minimum wage is actually raised. 

5.10 Moreover, Hamermesh questions the length of time a business will 

take to adjust to minimum wage increases after implementation, arguing 

that capital investment decisions make labour adjustment much slower 

than Card and Krueger assume in their natural experiment.  

5.11 Since the publication of the Review Symposium, a number of 

credible academic studies have cast further doubts over the findings of 

Card and Krueger’s ‘natural experiment’.  For example, Mills, Roy and 

Williams undertook a variation of Card and Krueger’s natural experiment 

by repeating their analysis using data from more recent minimum wage 

increases. 6  As Dowrick and Quiggin note, Mills et al, replicate the 

earlier results of Card and Krueger.7 

5.12 Dowrick and Quiggin fail to make clear, however, that with regard 

to the replicated results, Mills et al ‘…find the lack of robustness very 

troubling….’ and suggest that this may be due to the lack of ‘good 

controls’ and ‘misspecified models’ on the part of Card and Krueger.8  

The work of Mills et al should not, in any sense, be seen as providing 

even weak support for the ‘natural experiment’ conducted by Card and 

Krueger. 

5.13 Burkhauser, Couch and Wittenberg identify other major flaws in 

the methodology employed by Card and Krueger. 9  They claim that the 

                                                 
6 Jeffery A Mills, Kakoli Roy and Nicholas Williams ‘Recent Minimum Wage Increases and the 
Minimum Wage Labour Force’,  Journal of Labour Research, 1999, Vol 20, No 4.  
7 ACTU Composite Exhibit, Tag 8, page 103. 
8 Jeffery A Mills, Kakoli Roy and Nicholas Williams ‘Recent Minimum Wage Increases and the 
Minimum Wage Labour Force’,  Journal of Labour Research, 1999, Vol 20, No 4, page 487. 
9 R Burkhauser, K Couch and C Wittenberg, ‘A Reassessment of the New Economics of the Minimum 
Wage Literature with Monthly Data from the Current population Survey’  Journal of Labor Economics, 
2000, Vol 18, No 4.  
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technique used to control for the influence of general economic 

conditions on employment levels also acts, in an unintended way, to 

capture most of the separate influence of wages on employment.  

• 

                                                

The equations used by Burkhauser, Couch and Wittenberg correct this 

problem and reveal a consistently negative impact, ranging from -0.2 

to -0.6. 

5.14 For the purposes of this Safety Net Review, the key result of the 

more recent and sophisticated analyses is the consistent negative 

relationship between minimum wage increases and employment.  The 

size of the relationship is less important because, as will be explained 

below, it partially reflects the proportion of the employees studied who 

actually receive a wage increase.  This proportion is much higher for 

award wage increases than for minimum wage increases in the United 

States.  

5.15 There are major difficulties in applying Card and Krueger’s 

findings to countries with a higher minimum wage than the United 

States.10 Indeed, Card and Krueger themselves emphasize the fact that 

employment losses can result from increases to a minimum wage already 

set at a high level.  In Myth and Measurement, Card and Krueger point 

out that: 

The magnitude of the predicted employment losses associated with a 

typical increase in the minimum wage is relatively small. This is not 

to say that the employment losses from a much higher minimum 

wage would be small: the evidence at hand is relevant only for a 

 
10 See, for example, Comment by Richard B Freeman, in ‘Review Symposium – Myth and 
Measurement: The New Economics of the Minimum Wage’, R Ehrenberg (ed), Industrial and Labour 
Relations Review, July 1995, Vol 48, No 4. 
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moderate range of minimum wages, such as those that prevailed in 

the US labor market during the past few decades.11 

5.16 Card and Krueger express themselves unequivocally in their later 

work.  In a 1998 article, they clearly state that ‘if the minimum wage is 

raised too much, we will see job losses; there is a tipping point’.12  Hence, 

even the most prominent opponents of conventional economic theory on 

the relationship between minimum wages and employment acknowledge 

that there is a practical point where minimum wage increases cause job 

losses. 

5.17 This leads us to the question of the level of the minimum wage in 

Australia.  In comparing minimum wage rates among industrialised 

nations, Card and Krueger observe that the minimum wage is set at a 

relatively high level in Australia (in fact, the highest of the 16 selected 

countries they reported on in Myth and Measurement), while in the 

United States it is set at ‘a relatively modest level’.13  Australia appears to 

be not among the ‘moderate range of minimum wages’ to which their 

findings are applicable. 

5.18 More recent OECD data shows that the minimum wage in 

Australia remains extremely high by international standards (see Box 5B 

and Figure 5.1). 

                                                 
11 D Card and A Krueger, Myth and Measurement – The New Economics of the Minimum Wage, 
Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1995, page 393. 
12D Card and A Krueger, ‘Unemployment Chimera’, Washington Post, 6 March 1998. 
13 D Card and A Krueger, Myth and Measurement – The New Economics of the Minimum Wage, 
Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1995, pages 240-241. 
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Box 5B: The relative value of Australia’s minimum wage 

The ‘bite’ of Australia’s minimum wage (that is, the ratio between the minimum wage 

and median wage) is among the highest in the OECD.  As Figure 5.1 below shows, 

only France has a higher ‘bite’ in its minimum wage among the extensive range of 

countries shown in this table.  

 

A more up-to-date perspective of the relative value of Australia’s minimum wage can 

be ascertained by a comparison with the United Kingdom.  In 2002, the FMW was 

49.1 per cent of full-time adult ordinary earnings in Australia,14 while in the United 

Kingdom, the National Minimum Wage was just 35.8 per cent of full-time average 

gross earnings.15  If the United Kingdom National Minimum Wage were to be set at 

the same proportion of average earnings as the Australian minimum wage, it would be 

over 30 per cent higher than it is now. 

 

Another broad indication of Australia’s relative position was reported in the UK Low 

Pay Commission’s third report – Australia’s minimum wage was found by the OECD 

to be the highest in any OECD country in terms of purchasing power parity.16  The 

value of the Australian minimum wage, in terms of what it can buy, is the highest in 

the OECD.  Any increase in wages for the low paid in Australia is likely to have 

greater impact than in countries where the ‘bite’ is weaker. 

                                                 
14 ABS Average Weekly Earnings (Cat No 6302.0), August 2002, seasonally adjusted data. 
15 New Earnings Survey 2002, National Statistics, United Kingdom, April 2002 (latest available data). 
16 UK Low Pay Commission, The National Minimum Wage – Making a Difference, March 2001, Third 
Report, Volume 1, page 133. 
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Figure 5.1: Ratio of minimum to median wages in Australia and 
other OECD countries 

Country per cent Country per cent 

France 60.8 Portugal 38.2 
Australia 57.9 United States 36.4 
Ireland 55.5 Hungary 35.6 
Greece 51.3 Poland 35.5 
Belgium 49.2 Turkey 34.7 
Luxembourg 48.9 Japan 32.9 
Netherlands 46.7 Spain 31.8 
New Zealand 46.3 Czech Republic 30.4 
Canada 42.5 Korea 23.8 
United Kingdom 41.7 Mexico 21.1 

Source: M Keese and A Puymoyen, ‘Changes in Earnings Structure: Some International Comparisons 
Using the OECD Structure of Earnings Database’, OECD Labour Market and Social Policy Occasional 
Papers, 2001. Data are for 2000 except for Hungary (1999), Poland (1999) and Turkey (1998). 

5.19 In addition to qualifying their findings in regards to relative value 

of the minimum wage, Card and Krueger warn that minimum wages can 

be adjusted too quickly through indexation.  In the case of the United 

States, they argue that:  

A minimum wage indexed to the CPI runs the risk of eventually 

rising much farther into the wage distribution that its current level. 

Such an increase may push the minimum wage outside the moderate 

range of the past and could well have consequences for 

employment.17 

5.20 A concern about the pace of adjustment also applies to the claim 

made by Dowrick and Quiggin and endorsed by the ACTU that: 

Minimum wages need to be indexed not to the Consumer Price Index 

but to the average or median wage.18 

                                                 
17 D Card and A Krueger, Myth and Measurement – The New Economics of the Minimum Wage, 
Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1995, page 395. 
18 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case 2003, 5 February 2003, paragraph 6.21. 
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5.21 As noted in Section 3 of this submission, average wages in 

Australia have been growing at a much faster rate than the CPI over the 

past decade.  The ACTU therefore appears to be advocating minimum 

wage rises well in excess of CPI, despite the already high value of the 

minimum wage in Australia.  Due the higher elasticity of demand for 

lower skilled employment, job losses could result from a minimum wage 

that is allowed to grow at the same rapid pace as average weekly 

earnings. 

5.22 It is also worth noting that the FMW in Australia has outstripped 

growth in the CPI over the past six years.  Between 1996 and 2002, the 

FMW increased by 7.5 per cent in real terms.  This has helped maintain 

the ‘bite’ of Australia’s minimum wage at very high levels compared to 

other OECD countries.  

5.23 In fact, award rates between the FMW and up to at least the C10 

level have grown at a faster rate than CPI over the past six years.  The 

C10 rate itself has grown by 3.6 per cent in real terms between 1996 and 

2002. 

5.24 The majority of the academic literature shows that rises in the real 

value of the minimum wage have an adverse impact on employment.  In 

its Submission for the 2001-2002 Safety Net Review, the Commonwealth 

demonstrated that around 70 per cent of academic studies published in the 

United States and other OECD countries over the past decade found a 

significant negative relationship between increases in the minimum wage 

and employment.19  

                                                 
19 Joint Governments’ Submission, 1999-2000 Safety Net Review – Wages (printed version),  
pages 32-37. 
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5.25 In its previous Safety Net Review decision, the Commission has 

questioned the relevance of international studies to the Australian context, 

given the unique features of Australia’s minimum wage setting 

arrangements.20  

5.26 Indeed, the Safety Net Review in Australia applies to award-paid 

employees across the earnings distribution. This distinguishes Australia 

from most other industrialised nations.  In the latter, adjustments to the 

minimum wage affect only employees at the lowest pay levels, who 

generally represent a very small proportion of the particular groups or 

cohorts examined by overseas minimum wage research. 

5.27 It is important to recognise, however, that the ACTU’s attempt to 

demonstrate that minimum wage increases have no adverse impact on 

employment conflicts with the empirical research on this matter.  In 

Australia, just as in other countries, such wage increases are likely to 

undermine jobs growth.  

Australian studies 

5.28 In contrast to the minimum wage studies discussed above, 

Australian studies generally focus on the link between aggregate real 

wage growth and employment.  Debelle and Vickery report a long run 

elasticity of -0.67, covering the period between 1969 and 1997.  They 

have also found a smaller elasticity for a shorter period (1979 to 1997) 

but this appears to be due to the spurious impact of changes in public 

sector employment.21  

                                                 
20 Safety Net Review – Wages, May 2002, Print PR002002, paragraph 124. 
21 Considerable fluctuations in the level of public service employment occurred during the last few 
decades, reflecting government policy rather than wage increases. There was a sizable increase in 
public sector employment in the mid-1970s relative to private sector employment and large relative 
falls in the 1980s.   
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5.29 Similar results are found in a recent paper by Lewis and 

MacDonald which reviews a range of previous studies into the link 

between employment and real wages growth in Australia. 22  Lewis and 

MacDonald conclude that the results for Australia suggest an 

employment elasticity with respect to real wages of approximately -0.6 to 

-0.8 per cent. Lewis and McDonald’s own estimate, based on the time 

period of 1959 to 1998, is -0.8. 

5.30 The Australian results lie at the higher end of the scale of 

elasticities estimated for other countries.  It is likely, however, that the 

elasticity figures would probably be even more negative for workers who 

receive safety net increases.  This is because a large proportion of this 

sizeable group possesses relatively few marketable skills.  

• 

                                                

Award paid employees, in general, tend to possess a lower skill level 

than employees paid by individual or collective agreements. 

According to ABS data, 75 per cent of award paid employees are 

covered by four broad occupation groups of an intermediate and 

elementary skill level.23 Some 73 per cent of all employees in these 

four occupation groups do not possess educational qualifications 

beyond Year 12.24  

5.31 Dowrick and Quiggin claim that ‘in assessing the overall economic 

welfare of the community it is the impact on aggregate employment that 

 
22 P Lewis and G MacDonald, ‘The Elasticity of Demand for Labour in Australia’, The Economic 
Record, March 2002, Vol 78, No 1. 
23 ABS, Employee, Earnings and Hours Survey (preliminary), May 2002 (Cat No 6305.0). 
24 ABS, Education to Work, May 2002 (Cat No 6227.0). 
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is of prime concern’.25  This point, however, ignores one of the key 

responsibilities of the Commission.  

5.32 Under the WR Act, when adjusting the safety net, the Commission 

is required to have regard to the needs of the low paid.  The low paid are 

more likely to face joblessness as a result of high safety net adjustments, 

and joblessness has dire consequences on the welfare of these 

individuals.26  This is an important consideration in this Safety Net 

Review. 

Conclusion 

5.33 It is generally agreed that there are difficulties in applying the vast 

array of academic findings on the link between minimum wages and 

employment to the context of safety net adjustments.  However, there are 

two crucial points that can be ascertained from the academic debate.  

First, even the most strident advocates of raising the minimum wage 

acknowledge that there are adverse employment consequences if the 

minimum wage is set too high and/or allowed to rise too fast.  This is of 

particular relevance to Australia, as the FMW (and all award rates up to at 

least the C10 level) have grown in real terms over the past six years. 

Australia’s FMW is now amongst the highest in the industrialised world.  

5.34 Second, it is generally agreed that minimum wage increases have a 

greater impact on the job security of those directly affected by the 

increase than on the overall labour force.  Therefore, academic studies 

have tended to underestimate the impact of wage increases on the low 

paid.  

                                                 
25 ACTU Composite Exhibit, Tag 8, page 106. 
26 See Section 9 of this Submission, on Living Standards in Australia. 
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5.35 These concerns should be taken into account by the Commission 

when considering the needs of the low paid in adjusting the safety net. 
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ESTIMATED EMPLOYMENT IMPACT 

Introduction 

6.1 The ACTU’s claim, if successful, would lead to a considerable 

increase in labour costs and would impact negatively on employment and 

the wider economy. 

6.2 The ACTU’s net impact measure greatly underestimates the 

potential effect of its claim.  It does not take into account the actual 

reaction of firms to changes in the real level of wages and in the pace of 

real wages growth. 

6.3 The results of two independent macroeconomic models 

consistently show that the claim will weaken economic and employment 

growth, resulting in greater unemployment. 

Direct cost of the claim 

6.4 The Commonwealth estimates that the ACTU claim will add 0.51 

per cent to the wages bill.1  This figure represents the difference between 

the ACTU’s claim of $24.60 per week and no safety net adjustment.  

Obviously, if the Commission awards a smaller increase, the impact on 

employers’ wage costs will be lower. 

6.5 Last year, the Commonwealth’s estimate for the ACTU’s slightly 

larger claim (of $25 per week) was 0.59 per cent.  Apart from the 

different size of the two claims, the lower cost impact of this year’s claim 

also reflects:  

                                                 
1 The methodology underlying this cost estimate is the same as used last year, and is described in 
Appendix A. 
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• 

• 

                                                

growth in earnings over the last year, which makes the ACTU claim 

smaller compared to the level of total earnings; and  

the continued reduction in the award-paid proportion of the workforce, 

from 23.2 per cent in May 2000 to 21.0 per cent in May 2002.2 

6.6 The Commonwealth’s estimate is very similar to one of the four 

ACTU estimates, specifically the figure of 0.53 per cent which represents 

the gross cost impact without adjustment for flow of safety net increases.3  

6.7 The Commonwealth does not agree with the ACTU’s downward 

adjustment of the cost estimate for the flow of safety net increases, from 

0.53 per cent to 0.42 per cent in the case of the gross estimates.  The 

arguments and evidence presented in past Commonwealth submissions 

regarding this matter still stand.4 

6.8 In particular, the use of data from the Award and Agreement 

Coverage Survey (AACS) to adjust cost estimates will lead to a 

significant underestimate of the cost impact of the claim.  Labour 

turnover is sufficiently high to reasonably assume that a large proportion 

of employees received a relevant safety net increase in their previous job 

rather than from the employers responding to AACS. 

6.9 Moreover, the ACTU’s net estimates are of major concern to the 

Commonwealth.  There is a very large difference between the ACTU’s 

gross and net estimates which are 0.53 per cent and 0.13 per cent 

respectively (with neither adjusted for flow of the safety net adjustment). 

 
2 ABS, Employee, Earnings and Hours Survey, May 2002 (Preliminary), (Cat No 6305.0) 
3 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, page 42, Table 4.1. 
4 Joint Governments’ Submissions, 1999-2000 Safety Net Review – Wages (printed version), Appendix 
E, pages 436-437; Joint Governments’ Submissions, 2000-2001 Safety Net Review – Wages (printed 
version), page 90; and Joint Governments’ Submissions, 2001-2002 Safety Net Review – Wages 
(printed version) page 44. 
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6.10 By focussing on the net (and flow-adjusted) estimate of 0.1 per 

cent, the ACTU asserts that its claim will have a negligible effect on the 

economy.  The ACTU states that a flat increase of $18.65 would have no 

net addition to wage costs.5   

6.11 The Commonwealth disagrees with the ACTU’s assertion.  The 

ACTU understates the likely macroeconomic impact of the claim.  The 

entire amount of the ACTU claim in excess of productivity will have real 

economic impacts.  This excess component represents a cost impact well 

above 0.1 per cent. 

6.12 It is estimated that the average wage increase of the ACTU claim 

for award workers is about 4.4 per cent — which is much greater than the 

productivity growth rates achieved over the last decade by most industries 

and the economy as a whole, which averaged 2.1 per cent per year (see 

Figure 4.1).  This is also significantly above medium term productivity 

growth projections.6  Furthermore, award-dominated industries had lower 

productivity improvements than the economy wide average. 

6.13 As an open trading economy, it is important to ensure Australia 

remains internationally competitive.  Any further large increases in award 

wages not matched by productivity growth may jeopardise the 

international competitiveness of our economy. 

6.14 In announcing its Decision in the 2002 Safety Net Review the 

Commission stated that it is ‘appropriate to consider the net impact on 

aggregate wages growth’.  This seems to be an important factor 

underlying the Commission’s assertion that: ‘The limited addition to 

                                                 
5 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, pages 42-43. 
6 The 2002-03 MYEFO provides a medium-term projection for 2004-05 and 2005-06 of productivity 
growth for the entire economy of 2 per cent per year.  The appropriate productivity estimate for those 
on awards is uncertain but likely to be lower than for the economy as a whole given these employees 
are generally lower skilled, in industries which have achieved lower productivity levels over the decade 
and there is no explicit productivity trade-off. 
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aggregate wages costs associated with our decision will not have a 

significant real wages effect.’7 

6.15 The net impact measure does not reflect the full effect of safety net 

wage increases on the labour market.  It shows the contribution of a 

safety net adjustment to changes in the pace of wages growth but it does 

not reveal the impact of wage increases on the level of nominal wages 

and hence, on real wages.  It is the gross impact estimates which show 

how a safety net adjustment will affect wage levels. 

6.16 Wage levels exert a major influence on employment and 

unemployment, particularly in their relationship to the value of labour’s 

product.  Each dollar increase, without future productivity improvements, 

raises the wage costs of firms by the same amount.  This will adversely 

affect the positive hiring and investment decisions of firms. 

6.17 In the same way, a series of large safety net wage increases would 

have an adverse cumulative effect on the economy despite constituting 

relatively small net changes.  The $82 awarded over the last six Safety 

Net Reviews represents increases of 7.5 per cent and 3.6 per cent in the 

real values of the C14 and C10 wage rates respectively.  

6.18 Even if firms were able to absorb last year’s wage increase, it 

cannot be assumed that they will be able to continue to fund wage 

increases without productivity trade-offs.  The ACTU claim does not 

consider firms’ capacity to absorb large annual increases. 

6.19 In addition, the cost impact estimates prepared by the 

Commonwealth and the ACTU relate only to ordinary time earnings.  The 

Commission must take into account the fact that safety net increases will 

raise the cost of a wide range of labour related expenses including 

                                                 
7 Safety Net Review – Wages, 2 May 2002, Print PR002002, paragraphs 100 and 108. 
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overtime payments, loadings, penalty rates and superannuation.  

Consequently, the claim represents a very large addition to labour costs 

overall. 

6.20 Change in the pace of wages growth may influence the labour 

market, particularly by shaping the expectations regarding wages and 

prices, held by firms, employees, job seekers and other economic agents.  

However many firms will not be aware of changes in the rate of wages 

growth.  This is likely to be especially the case in the small business 

sector or regional areas where information flows may be limited.  The 

actual level of wages, rather than perceptions of the pace of wage growth 

per se, will probably exert much more influence on the activity of such 

firms. 

6.21 Moreover, while the ACTU advocates the use of the net impact 

measure, it does not acknowledge that award wage increases will help to 

shape expectations well beyond the award sector. 

6.22 Over a number of years, safety net wage adjustments have taken a 

predictable form and sequence which encourages economic agents to 

anticipate the future course of award wages.  If past Commission 

decisions are viewed as a floor for future increases, then the expectations 

of firms and employees regarding the likely path of future wage increases 

will shift upwards. 

6.23 It is important to note that economic conditions do not remain 

unchanged.  The impact of wage increases will differ according to 

economic conditions.  

6.24 By way of comparison with 2001-02, the current economic outlook 

has relatively more substantial downside risks, with the risks surrounding 

the international outlook becoming more acute since the 2002-03 
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MYEFO forecasts.  These risk factors feed into business expectations and 

would adversely affect investment and hiring decisions. 

6.25 In particular, in the event of a significant weakening in economic 

growth, employers would have difficulties in absorbing large increases in 

wage costs, which may in turn exacerbate the deterioration in the labour 

market. 

6.26 If there was no safety net wage adjustment, overall growth in 

earnings would slow.  The Commission recognised this in its April 1998 

Safety Net Review decision: 

There is no dispute that if we grant no increase, future AWOTE 

growth would be lower to the extent of the $10 safety net adjustment 

of April 1997 once that adjustment has ceased to affect AWOTE 

growth.8  

6.27 The Commonwealth is not advocating a zero safety net adjustment.  

Instead, it wishes to emphasise to the Commission the broader 

implications of the ACTU’s net impact argument.  Both the breadth of the 

influence of safety net wage adjustments and their potential to trigger 

earlier economic decisions should be considered before confident 

conclusions are drawn about the impact of large safety net adjustments, 

on the basis of apparently low net figures for cost impacts. 

6.28 Though smaller than the ACTU’s claim, the $18 per week 

adjustment advocated by the States and Territories would also lead to a 

large increase in wage levels, of 0.37 per cent.  This position would also 

bring about unacceptable employment losses. 

                                                 
8 Safety Net Review – Wages, April 1998, Print Q1998, page 27. 
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Indirect cost of the claim 

6.29 As well as raising wage and total labour costs in the award sector, 

the ACTU’s claim would also put upward pressure on wage rates 

negotiated through agreements.  Data from the WAD indicate that safety 

net increases could potentially flow on to around half a million 

employees covered by federal enterprise agreements. 

6.30 A total of 176 600 employees are covered by current federal wage 

agreements which specify how safety net increases will be passed on to 

employees (see Figure 6.1).  This total disaggregates as follows:  

• 

• 

• 

21 200 employees covered by agreements, who receive automatic 

safety net increases;  

97 700 employees whose agreements include provisions stating that 

they will receive safety net based increases where consistent with 

Safety Net Review decisions or principles as determined by the 

Commission; and  

57 700 employees who may receive a safety net based increase 

depending on the level of change in award rates.   

6.31 As the majority of employees in the last group received agreement 

increases below the level represented by the ACTU claim, it is likely that 

a flow-on would result from the safety net adjustment at that level. 

6.32 A further group of employees are covered by agreements that do 

not specify the handling of safety net issues.  These agreements leave 

open the possibility of wage increase claims based on the safety net 

adjustments for the life of the agreement.  Over 302 100 employees were 

covered by such wage agreements that were current on 30 September 

2002. 
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Figure 6.1: Extent of safety net flow-on provisions for all wage 
agreements current at 30 September 2002 
No extra claims commitment No. of 

agreements 
No. of 

employees 
Percent of 

agreements 
Percent of 
employees 

     
Closed to safety net increases 11 117 1 059 100 76.9 68.9 
Where consistent with Safety 
Net Review 999 97 700 6.9 6.4 
Safety net increases 
conditional (may be open) 622 57 700 4.3 3.7 
Safety net increases 
automatically passed on 301 21 200 2.1 1.4 
Unspecified 1411 302 100 9.8 19.6 
     
Total 14 450 1 537 700 100 100 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database. 

6.33 For the remaining group of over 1 059 100 employees covered by 

current federal wage agreements at the end of September 2002, safety net 

increases and wage claims were excluded. 

Cost of the claim on employment and the economy 

6.34 Macro-economic modelling is the only way to systematically and 

coherently examine the overall, economy-wide effects of changes in the 

level of wages and changes in the pace of wages growth.  The results of 

the modelling conducted by the Commonwealth show that the economic 

effect of the ACTU claim on employment and inflation would not be 

negligible.   

6.35 The Commonwealth has assessed the potential impact of the 

ACTU claim using two models: the Treasury Macroeconomic (TRYM) 

model and the Murphy Model maintained by the economic consultancy 

firm Econtech.   

6.36 Both models are structural dynamic economic models based on 

historical time series data.  By matching economic theory with actual data 

they provide a powerful check of the relevance of theory and help to 

quantify the likely impact of factors affecting the economy, such as the 

granting of the ACTU claim.  Nevertheless, the models’ results should be 
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seen as illustrating the effects of the claim and providing a broad guide to 

the magnitude of the effects rather than giving precise numbers. 

6.37 In both models, aggregate wage levels are increased by 0.51 per 

cent, according to the timing set out in Figure 6.2.  As noted above, this 

estimate does not take any account of the impact of the claim on the 

non-wage labour costs of employees in the award sector, nor does it take 

account of the likely flow-on of the claim from the award sector to 

negotiated agreements. 

Figure 6.2: Estimates of the direct aggregate wage effects of ACTU 
claim (percentage point contribution to wages growth) 
Jun 2003 Sep 2003 Dec 2003 Total 

Impact 
2003-04 

(through the year) 

0.08 0.33 0.09 0.51 0.42 
Notes: The estimates are based on a number of assumptions including: 

The proportion of employees directly affected by the ACTU claim is estimated to be around 21 per cent 
of all employees – based on data from the ABS, Survey of Employee Earnings and Hours (Preliminary) 
May 2002 (Cat No 6305.0);  

The claim would not take effect until May 2003, and the impact of the claim would have a similar 
distribution to the previous safety net adjustment; and 

No award wage increases are assumed beyond the current claim. 

 

6.38 To assess the impact of the ACTU claim we compare the paths of 

key economic variables between two scenarios.  In the first, there is no 

increase in wages as a result of the Safety Net Review.  In the second, the 

ACTU claim is granted in full and the Reserve Bank sets higher short 

term interest rates than it would have under the first scenario (or makes 

no change to interest rates).  All other assumptions are the same under the 

two scenarios.9 

                                                 
9 That is, we compare a baseline run in which no safety net adjustment is granted and interest rates are 
held constant at their current level with a second run in which the ACTU claim is granted and interest 
rates are unchanged or are higher than those in the baseline by a fixed amount (either 25 or 50 basis 
points).  In models that are close to linear, such as the TRYM model and the Murphy Model, the 
estimated impact of a change in economic conditions is not sensitive to the particular baseline 
chosen—that is, it is not sensitive to the assumptions that are common to the two model runs—but only 
to the difference in assumptions between the two runs. 
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6.39 The size of the impact of the ACTU claim on employment and 

output will depend on the Reserve Bank’s reaction to the inflationary 

effects of wage increases.  

6.40 This year we have chosen to present simulation results for a range 

of one-off interest rate responses (and for no response).  

6.41 The approach this year recognises that, in light of the greater 

uncertainties surrounding the economic outlook, modelling using an 

optimal control procedure would not be appropriate.  The Reserve Bank 

would be likely to adopt a more cautious approach in setting monetary 

policy. 

6.42 In addition, in response to concerns raised by the Commission we 

have provided modelling results for a range of interest rate scenarios. 10 

6.43 In considering interest rates, it is important to note that the 

tightness of monetary policy is more closely related to the real interest 

rate—the difference between the nominal interest rate and the expected 

inflation rate—than to the nominal interest rate itself.  Because of this, the 

Reserve Bank may be more likely to set a higher (nominal) interest rate if 

the ACTU claim is granted, than if no increase was given, just to 

maintain the existing stance of monetary policy, given price increases. 

6.44 In addition, the Reserve Bank might wish to use interest rate 

changes to partly or wholly undo the relative impact on inflation of the 

ACTU claim.  This is more likely if granting the ACTU claim is seen as 

setting a precedent for further wage increases.  

6.45 The TRYM model and the Murphy Model have been run to 

estimate the impact of the ACTU wage claim on key economic variables 

                                                 
10 Safety Net Review – Wages, 2 May 2002, Print PR002002, paragraphs 111-113. 
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for three possible nominal interest-rate responses: no change in interest 

rates; a 25 basis point increase from the September quarter of 2003; and a 

50 basis point increase from the same quarter.11 

Figure 6.3: Macroeconomic impact of the ACTU 2002–03 claim(a) 

 TRYM model  Murphy Model 
 2003–04 2004–05  2003–04 2004–05 
 No interest rate response 

GDP level (b)   0.0 –0.1    0.0 –0.1 
Inflation (c)   0.4   0.4    0.3   0.2 
Employment level (d) –0.1 –0.1  –0.1 –0.1 
Employment (‘000) (e) –5 –10  –7 –9 
Unemployment rate (f)   0.0   0.1    0.0   0.1 
Wages growth (c)   0.7   0.4    0.4   0.1 
 25 basis point interest rate increase 

GDP level (b) 0.0 –0.2  –0.1 –0.2 
Inflation (c) 0.4   0.3  0.2   0.1 
Employment level (d) –0.1 –0.2  –0.1 –0.2 
Employment (‘000) (e) –7 –17  –11 –16 
Unemployment rate (f) 0.0   0.1  0.1   0.1 
Wages growth (c) 0.6   0.3  0.4   0.0 
 50 basis point interest rate increase 

GDP level (b) –0.1 –0.3  –0.1 –0.2 
Inflation (c)   0.4   0.2    0.2   0.1 
Employment level (d) –0.1 –0.3  –0.1 –0.2 
Employment (‘000) (e) –9 –24  –14 –23 
Unemployment rate (f)   0.1   0.1    0.1   0.1 
Wages growth (c)   0.6   0.2    0.3 –0.1 

(a) Table shows differences between a baseline with no safety net wage increase and outcomes with a 
$24.60 increase in award wages and interest rates either unchanged or 25 or 50 basis points higher 
than under the baseline. 

(b) Difference between average levels over the year as percentage of baseline. 
(c) Difference between through-the-year rates. 
(d) Difference between June quarter levels as a percentage of baseline. 
(e) Difference between June quarter levels in thousands of persons. 
(f) Difference in June quarter in percentage points. 
 

                                                 
11 The September quarter is the first full quarter after the wage decision is announced and the quarter in 
which wages increase most.  A less rapid response by the Reserve Bank affects the timing of changes 
in employment but has little effect on the overall magnitude of the changes. 
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6.46 The negative effects on employment, the unemployment rate and 

GDP are similar in the two models, though the TRYM model suggests 

that wage rises have a greater impact on inflation than reflected in the 

results of the Murphy Model. 

6.47 In the TRYM model the ACTU claim would have little effect on 

employment and inflation in 2002–03.  The effects would be substantial 

in later years however, with the impact on inflation being strongest in 

2003–04 and the impact on employment being especially strong in 

2004-05. 

6.48 Employment is lower than under the baseline for all three scenarios 

that we have modelled.  For a 25 basis point rise in interest rates, there 

would be 17 000 fewer persons employed in the June quarter of 2005 if 

the ACTU claim is granted, than if no wage increase is given.  Even with 

no increase in short-term interest rates, employment would be 10 000 

persons lower in the June quarter of 2005. 

6.49 Wage rises flow more quickly into higher inflation than into lower 

employment in the TRYM model, and the inflation partly flows back into 

higher non-award wage increases.  For example, because a 25 basis point 

rise in the nominal interest rate represents a slight fall in the real interest 

rate, and because of lags in monetary policy effectiveness, an increase in 

interest rates of this size has little effect on inflation and employment 

until 2004–05.  By the June quarter of 2005, GDP would be about 

¼ per cent less under the ACTU claim than if no increase was granted.  

This equates to annual national income being $2 billion less at an annual 

rate than would otherwise be the case. 

6.50 The Murphy Model gives very similar results to the TRYM model, 

especially in relation to employment and output.  The ACTU claim 

reduces employment more quickly in the Murphy Model than in TRYM, 
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but the relative loss in employment is much the same in the two models 

by 2004-05.  Wages growth, on the other hand, has a smaller impact on 

inflation in the Murphy Model than in the TRYM model and hence there 

is less flow on to non-award wages. 

6.51 Overall, the results from macroeconomic modelling support the 

Commonwealth’s argument that the ACTU claim would lead to 

substantially lower employment and GDP, and higher inflation, than 

would otherwise be the case.  The effect on employment and the economy 

is still significant even in the absence of any interest rate response.  

Conclusion  

6.52 The ACTU claim, if fully granted, would add to labour costs and 

have a detrimental effect on employment, inflation and the wider 

economy. 

6.53 As the proposed award wage increase is not linked to future 

productivity improvements, a large increase is likely to reduce 

employment opportunities for award-reliant workers.  The adverse 

employment impact will be felt most among those who are seeking 

employment and those who are least able to afford it: the less skilled.  

6.54 The Commission should be mindful of these effects in considering 

the ACTU claim.  In addition, if the increased downside risks 

surrounding the international and domestic outlook eventuate then it will 

be more difficult for the economy to absorb higher wages growth thereby 

further increasing the impact on employment and the economy. 
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SECTORAL IMPACT 

Introduction 

7.1 Total employment in Agriculture, forestry and fishing fell by 

78 700 over the year to November 2002, largely as a result of one of the 

worst droughts in Australia’s history.  Many more jobs would have 

disappeared through flow-on effects in other industries, with more to 

follow.  The full impact of the drought is yet to be felt, and even if the 

drought breaks this autumn as expected, the recovery will take time. 

7.2 Employment growth in award-reliant industries over the last year 

has not been as strong as it could have been had a smaller increase been 

granted last year.  

7.3 Another large increase will impact severely on those employers 

still operating under awards, leading to increased costs and prices, with 

attendant reductions in demand for labour. 

Regional dimensions of the claim and the drought 

7.4 Last year the Commonwealth submission to the Safety Net 

Review – Wages 2001-02 provided a comprehensive analysis of the 

variation across regional labour markets.  Key points of relevance to this 

case are as follows. 

• The potential effects of a high safety net adjustment are likely to be 

more marked in rural areas.  Nevertheless some capital city and other 

metropolitan regions will also be disproportionately affected, 

particularly those with relatively high proportions of long term 

unemployed people. 
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• 

• 

                                          

Employment opportunities for long-term unemployed people are 

likely to be entry level and low skilled jobs.  These are the types of 

jobs that the safety net adjustment will have the greatest negative 

impact on.  Thus, a high increase will reduce job opportunities for 

long-term unemployed people, and have a relatively larger negative 

impact on regions with higher incidences of long-term unemployment. 

The drought 

7.5 The majority of eastern Australia and substantial proportions of 

South Australia and Western Australia have been declared drought 

affected.  In some areas the drought is currently the worst in recorded 

history.  The Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics 

(ABARE) forecasts that Australia’s net value of farm production will fall 

by nearly 80 per cent from $10.1 billion in 2001-02 to only $2.15 billion 

in 2002-031.  

The number of employees in agriculture declined by 45 900 (24.5 per 

cent) over the year to November 2002.  

7.6 According to the MYEFO, the drought is expected to reduce GDP 

growth in 2002-03 by ¾ of a percentage point.  A larger reduction is 

possible if the dry conditions persist longer than anticipated.  The national 

economy is forecast to return to stronger growth in 2003-04 on the back 

of solid non-farm GDP growth, and the drought breaking in Autumn.  

7.7 Even if the drought breaks as expected, it will take rural Australia 

some time to recover from its impact.  As noted in a recent speech by 

Glenn Stevens, Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank: 

 
1 ABARE, Australian Commodities, Vol 9, No. 4, December 2002 
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The debilitating effects of drought on farmers and their surrounding 

regional communities will become more fully apparent in the next 

couple of quarterly figures.2 

7.8 The effects of the drought will be felt not only in agriculture, but 

also in upstream and downstream industries.  In a special article on the 

likely impacts of the drought in the latest Australian National Accounts 

publication, the ABS stated that:  

A reduction in expenditures as a result of reduced production by 

agriculture and downstream industries will …lead to a further 

reduction in Australian incomes.  This will in turn lead to a further 

reduction in expenditures and so on.  In this way the so-called 

multiplier effect magnifies the effect of good or bad farm seasons. 3 

7.9 As a result of reduced agricultural production less road and rail 

freight is required to transport crops, wholesaling activity will decline and 

industries providing inputs to farm production will face declining 

demand.  The latest National Quarterly Agribusiness Survey4 reported a 

significant deterioration in business confidence amongst suppliers of 

commodities to agribusiness.  Local retailers and other businesses will be 

effected by the reduced demand and disposable income of the local 

community.  

7.10 Manufacturing industries using farm produce will also face 

reductions in production if they are unable to find alternative sources of 

supply.  Manufacturing activity based on slaughtering may increase in the 

short term as farmers sell all but their core breeding stock, but this will 

                                           
2 G Stevens, ‘Economic Outlook’, Address to the 2003 CEDA Economic and Political Overview, Perth, 
13 February 2003. 
3 ABS, National Income and Expenditure, September 2002, Cat. No. 5206.0 
4 National Australia Bank, Quarterly Agribusiness Survey, December 2002 
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probably lead to reduced activity in future periods as they rebuild their 

herds.  

7.11 The Centre of Policy Studies recently modelled the impacts of the 

drought both nationally and for 45 regions covering Australia.  Eleven of 

the 45 regions are projected to have their gross regional product reduced 

by more than 10 per cent by the drought, with a further seven regions 

facing projected falls of between 5 and 10 per cent.  

7.12 This study also found that ‘the drought is projected to have 

considerable adverse effects on the Australian labour market’.5  These 

adverse effects are projected to occur largely outside the capital cities, 

with employment projected to decline by 2 per cent or more in 15 of the 

45 regions.  Some jobs will also be lost in metro areas, and the majority 

of losses are projected to occur in the non-agricultural sector, highlighting 

the potential for flow on effects to other industries.  

7.13 While the ABS concludes that the secondary impacts of the 

drought will be relatively small at the aggregate level,6 they are likely to 

be significant in rural communities.  Over the year to November 2002 

regional employment in Transport and storage declined by 10 100 

(9.1 per cent), however there was no evidence of downstream effects on 

Food manufacturing or Wholesaling.  These impacts are likely to become 

more fully apparent in future quarters’ data.  

7.14 The three industries with the highest proportions of award 

employees - Accommodation, cafes and restaurants, Retail and Health 

and community services – provided 32.0 per cent of regional employment 

                                           
5 P D Adams, M Horridge, J Madden and G Wittwer, ‘Drought, Regions and the Australian Economy 
between 2001-02 and 2004-05’, Centre of Policy Studies General Paper G-135, December 2002, 
page 6. 
6 ABS, National Income and Expenditure, September 2002, Cat. No. 5206.0 
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in November 2002.  Moreover, these three industries made a significant 

contribution to the employment growth in regional Australia through 

2002.  

7.15 The ACTU’s claim will have a significant impact on regional 

Australia.  Another large increase in award wages for businesses already 

facing a more difficult operating environment is likely to result in further 

downstream and upstream job losses.  

The industry dimension of the claim 

Figure 7.1: Percentages of employees covered by awards by industry 
– May 2000 and May 2002 
  May 2000 May 2002 
Industry % % 
Mining 5.9 6.2 
Manufacturing 11.4 12.8 
Electricity, gas and water supply 1.4 7.4 
Construction 15.0 18.7 
Wholesale trade 12.1 11.8 
Retail trade 34.9 35.8 
Accommodation, cafes and 
restaurants 64.7 61.3 
Transport and storage 18.4 19.2 
Communication services 1.5 2.6 
Finance and insurance 5.6 4.9 
Property and business services 20.7 17.8 
Government administration  15.3 6.6 
Education 13.6 7.8 
Health and community services 37.4 31.1 
Cultural and recreational services 18.9 11.3 
Personal and other services 27.1 22.2 
All employees 23.2 21.0 

Source: ABS, Employee Earnings and Hours, May 2000 (Cat No 6306.0) and ABS, Employee 
Earnings and Hours (preliminary), May 2002 (Cat No 6305.0). 

7.16 The effect of any future safety net adjustment will vary across 

industries, as the proportion of award-dependent employees also varies 

across industries (see Figure 7.1 above). 
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7.17 Whereas the percentage of all employees covered by awards 

declined by 2.2 percentage points between the two surveys, the 

proportion of employees covered by awards increased in seven of the 

sixteen industries shown.  This implies that the incentive to bargain is 

diminishing in some industries, and a repeat of the large safety net 

increase awarded last year could further limit the take-up of enterprise 

bargaining, in these and other industries. 

7.18 In its analysis of the likely microeconomic effects of the proposed 

safety net adjustment, the ACTU compares employment growth in the 

three highest award dependent industries (Accommodation, cafes and 

restaurants, Retail trade and Health and community services) and the 

three lowest award dependent industries (Communication services, 

Mining and Finance and insurance) over the last six years.  Because 

employment growth has been higher for the award dependent industries, 

the ACTU concludes ‘There is clearly no identifiable impact of the 

decisions of the Commission on these employment growth figures’.7  

7.19 A more detailed analysis indicates that sanguine conclusions 

should not be drawn about the impact of large award increases on 

employment growth.  Wage levels are just one of many variables that 

affect the rate of employment growth.  Employment levels are directly 

related to industry output, which in turn is related to a range of other 

factors, including productivity growth, changes in consumer preferences 

and income levels, trade exposure, and the speed with which industries 

can adjust to change. 

7.20 Part of the lower employment growth in the three industries with 

low award dependence is attributable to their higher productivity growth 

                                           
7ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, paragraph 6.14. 
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over the period 1996 to 2002.  These industries ranked first, second and 

sixth in terms of labour productivity growth, compared to rankings for the 

award dependent industries of eighth, tenth and eleventh (of the 13 

industries for which productivity growth data were available). 

7.21 Increasing productivity means that the same level of output is 

provided with less labour, so prices will generally fall, all other things 

being equal.  In the cases of Communication services, Finance and 

insurance and Mining any increases in demand (for output) flowing from 

productivity induced price reductions were not sufficient to increase 

employment in line with the low productivity industries.  Consumers, 

however, have benefited from a cheaper and broader range of 

communication and financial services over this period, and resources 

have been freed up for other industries. 

7.22 Growth in employment in the lower productivity industries 

reflects underlying changes in consumer preferences sufficient to 

counteract the effect on demand of the cost increases due to safety net 

adjustments.  Had the safety net adjustments been smaller, employment 

growth would have been even stronger. 

7.23 Increasing demand for Health and community services, for 

example, reflects both the increasing availability of new high technology 

procedures and medicines and greater use of existing services.  If the 

ACTU’s claim is granted, however, employment growth and the cost and 

level of services will all be negatively impacted.  

7.24 Employment growth in Accommodation, cafes and restaurants 

over the year to November 2002 follows a sharp decline in employment 

over the year to November 2001.  Employment was still 2.0 per cent 

lower in November 2002 than it was in November 2000.  Another large 
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award increase on a par with the last safety net adjustment will further 

limit the recovery of employee numbers in this industry.  

7.25 It should also be noted that recent changes in employee numbers 

in Accommodation, cafes and restaurants and Health and community 

services were accompanied by large decreases in award dependence.  

Over the two years to May 2002 the number of employees in these two 

industries increased by 68 300, but the number covered by awards 

declined by 40 700. 

7.26 Continuing large award increases will make it harder and harder 

for employers to offer attractive enterprise bargains.  Another large 

increase is likely to further dampen employment growth as employers of 

award employees are faced with higher wage costs and provide less scope 

for enterprise bargaining with its ensuing productivity gains. 

7.27 Recent increases in award wages coupled with an increase in 

award coverage in the Retail industry have contributed to a decline in the 

profit share from 21.7 per cent to 18.9 per cent from 1999-2000 to 

2001-02.  This decline of 2.8 percentage points was second only to the 

decline for Accommodation, cafes and restaurants, which was 

2.9 percentage points.  The profit share for all industries increased 

slightly by 0.2 percentage points over the same period. 

7.28 Businesses in Retail trade and Accommodation, cafes and 

restaurants have absorbed cost increases, such as those associated with 

award wages, over recent years.  This may be a benefit of increased 

competition but it is not necessarily sustainable in the longer term.  

Eventually rising costs will affect prices, output and employment growth. 
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Conclusion 

7.29 Despite its decline at the aggregate level, award dependence has 

grown in several industries over recent years.  This indicates that a 

continuing decrease in aggregate award coverage cannot be taken for 

granted. 

7.30 To the extent that employers are unable to move to alternative 

pay-setting arrangements, the substantial increase in costs entailed in the 

ACTU claim will contribute to increases in prices, reductions in profit 

margins and lower employment. 

7.31 These adverse effects will be felt by all businesses with award 

employees, particularly in Accommodation, cafes and restaurants, Retail 

and Health and community services, and those employing low paid 

workers.  Negative effects are likely to be amplified in regional drought 

affected areas and in small businesses where cost increases, such as those 

associated with award wages, cannot be readily absorbed. 
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WORKPLACE BARGAINING AND PRODUCTIVITY 

Introduction 

8.1 Productivity growth has become increasingly important as a 

driver of the prosperity of the Australian community.  All Australians, not 

only those in high productivity industries, benefit from this growth.   

8.2 Workplaces that engage in agreement-making have higher labour 

productivity than those that do not. Unless the increase awarded by the 

Commission is moderate and capped, it will act as a disincentive, rather 

than an encouragement, for agreement-making and continued 

productivity growth. 

8.3 The ACTU claim suggests that award-reliant employees should 

receive wage increases commensurate with increases received through 

bargaining.  The safety net is not intended to be adjusted on the basis of 

market rates achieved through other pay-setting mechanisms. 

8.4 Wage increases achieved through bargaining can be linked to 

productivity and cost offsets.  In turn this reduces the cost impact on 

businesses and minimises adverse employment effects. 

Impact of agreement-making on productivity 

8.5 A broadly accepted measure of national economic prosperity is 

GDP per head.  Growth in GDP per head can vary considerably year to 

year because of changes in aggregate demand.  Part of this variation can 

be explained by both domestic factors such as droughts and new mineral 

discoveries and international factors such as oil price rises.  

8.6 Over longer periods, the growth of GDP per head is more stable 

as longer term changes in supply side factors dominate short term 
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changes in demand and other transitory influences. 

8.7 The longer term supply side changes in GDP per head can be 

broken into two broad areas.  The first is the extent to which the 

Australian population is engaged in the labour force – that is, the labour 

force utilisation rate which is affected by such factors as the age 

distribution of the population, the labour force participation rate, hours of 

work and the unemployment rate.  The second is the productivity of 

people when employed. 

8.8 The source of the growth in GDP per head has varied 

considerably over the last two decades.  During the period 1980-1990 

growth in GDP per head grew by 1.8 per cent per year – the growth in 

labour productivity contributed around 58 per cent of this growth.1 

8.9 The remaining 42 per cent was contributed by a greater utilisation 

of labour – either through increased labour force participation, 

particularly female labour force participation, or longer hours for those in 

employment.  Since 1990 growth in GDP per head has been faster at 

2.1 per cent per year.  The most important feature of this growth is that it 

has been entirely driven by the growth in labour productivity.  

8.10 The other drivers of prosperity have fallen away as female 

participation rates and hours of work plateaued during the 1990s.  The 

downward trend in the rate of growth of the working age population as a 

consequence of the ageing of the overall population combined with the 

likelihood that the participation rate will decline further will reduce the 

rate of growth of the labour force.  Indeed the ABS has forecast a 

                                           
1 ABS, National Accounts, Table 1, (Cat No 5206.0). 
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deceleration in the rate of growth of the labour force over the next 

decade.2 

8.11 Productivity growth is expected to be the key driver of GDP 

growth as a consequence of the fall in the growth of the labour force over 

the coming decades.  This emphasises the increased importance of 

improving labour force productivity through workplace bargaining if 

growth in economic prosperity is to continue. 

8.12 The Commission indicated in its 2002 Safety Net Review decision 

that it did not accept evidence that safety net adjustments are an 

impediment to productivity improvements and that productivity is greater 

in firms that engage in bargaining.3  Evidence both at the macro and 

workplace level is accumulating to show that workplace bargaining is 

contributing to national productivity growth. 

Aggregate evidence linking productivity and workplace bargaining 

8.13 The strong productivity performance experienced by the 

Australian economy was driven by a wide-ranging structural reform 

programme. The reduction of external barriers to trade, floating of the 

currency and increased access to essential infrastructure through the 

National Competition Policy began the process of increasing competition 

and improving labour productivity in the early 1990s. 

8.14 In the second half of the 1990s, Australia stepped up the reform 

process.  The New Tax System replaced a range of narrowly-based 

indirect taxes, reducing the distortion of production and consumption 

choices.  Agreement-making at the workplace level increased in 

                                           
2 ABS, Labour Force Projections, Australia, 1999 (Cat No 6260.0). 
3 Safety Net Review – Wages May 2002, Print PR002002, paragraph 104. 
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importance partly replacing the centralised setting of wages and 

conditions of employment. 

8.15 Wage rises are increasingly set in a more competitive 

environment and more dependent on productivity improvements in the 

workplace.  This combination of reforms operated within a stable 

macroeconomic policy framework to further improve productivity. 

8.16 While it is difficult to isolate the specific effects of agreement-

making on aggregate productivity, its impact can be seen in two ways.  

Firstly, it can be expected that productivity will have grown faster in the 

period after the introduction of agreement-making.  Secondly the growth 

in productivity will have been greater in those industries which have 

undertaken the greatest shift in workplace arrangements from award-

dependency.  Both developments are evident in the aggregate data. 

8.17 Australia’s surge in productivity is evident after the mid-1990s 

when labour productivity increased more quickly than the long term trend 

since 1980 (see Figure 8.1 below). 

8.18 Between the early 1980s and mid-1990s labour productivity 

increased by approximately 1.7 per cent per annum.  After the mid-1990s 

this accelerated to 3.1 per cent per annum.  While federal agreements 

only represent a part of the overall extent of agreement-making, it is 

noteworthy that the greatest growth of agreement-making occurred 

between 1991 and 1995 just prior to the acceleration of productivity 

growth (see Appendix B for data on the growth in agreement-making). 
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Figure 8.1: Australia’s Labour Productivity, June 1980 to June 2002 
Market Sector Index (June 2000=100)  
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Source: ABS AusStats 520601 
Note: Labour productivity is measured as GDP per hour worked. 
 

8.19 The ACTU submission makes reference4 to an article by Gruen5, 

which argues that Wholesale trade, Retail trade and Construction 

provided the largest contribution to Australia’s pick-up in productivity 

between the 1980s and the 1990s.  It should be noted that the Wholesale 

trade industry has a low share of award-reliant workers and cannot be 

used to support an argument of strong productivity growth among 

workers in award-reliant industries.  

8.20 The contribution to aggregate productivity growth from 

Construction and Retail trade is largely based upon a turnaround from 

negative growth in the 1980s to mediocre growth in the 1990s.  

                                           
4 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, paragraph 6.19 
5 D Gruen, ‘Australia’s Strong Productivity Growth: Will it be Sustained’, Reserve Bank of Australia 
Bulletin, February 2001. 
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8.21 Given the large share of the economy represented by these two 

industries even poor or mediocre growth will contribute significantly to 

aggregate productivity growth. 

8.22 The ACTU submission also presents a picture of productivity 

growth in award-reliant industries such as Accommodations, cafes and 

restaurants, Retail trade and Health and community services during 

2001-2002.6  Productivity figures ‘bounce around’ over single years as 

they are heavily influenced by short term economic conditions and cannot 

capture the longer term structural changes associated with workplace 

bargaining. 

8.23 A more complete indication of the association between the 

method of setting pay and productivity growth can be gained from the 

extent to which the long term growth in productivity across industries is 

associated with the coverage of non-award wage setting arrangements. 

The method of setting pay is employed as a proxy for the extent to which 

enterprise or individual bargaining influences the establishment of 

employment and working arrangements within industries. 

8.24 Figure 8.2 depicts the extent to which the rate of industry 

productivity growth is associated with the method of setting pay in 12 

non-agricultural industries in the market sector of the economy.  

8.25 It is apparent that there is an association between the rate of 

productivity growth between industries and the extent to which workers 

in those industries are covered by either individual or collective 

agreements.  The three most award-reliant industries, Retail, 

                                           
6 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, paragraph 6.18 
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Accommodation, cafes and restaurants and Health and community 

services, have some of the lowest rates of productivity growth.  Multi-

variate analysis has established that there is a statistically significant 

association between the rate of productivity growth and the extent of 

award coverage.   

Figure 8.2: Award coverage as at May 2002 and labour productivity 
growth by industry June 1990 to June 2002 
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Source: ABS Employee Earnings and Hours Survey, May 2002, (Preliminary), Table 25 (Cat No 

6306.0); ABS AusStats, National Accounts (Cat. No. 5204.024). 

Case study evidence of the link between productivity and workplace 
bargaining 

8.26 Ultimately it is productivity growth at the workplace level that 

determines aggregate and industry productivity.  Therefore as well as 

assessing ‘tops down’ or aggregate productivity evidence there is a need 

to look for ‘bottoms-up’ or case study perspectives to gain an 
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understanding of the impact of bargaining at the workplace level. 

8.27 The conclusions of individual findings need to be treated 

cautiously but taken together they do provide greater confidence in the 

effect of bargaining on productivity. 

8.28 The Productivity Commission undertook a number of case studies 

in the whitegoods, automotive, NSW rail and textile, wholesale and retail, 

clothing and footwear industries investigating the nature, drivers and 

outlook for productivity growth in these industries. 7 

8.29 It was found that flexibility in work arrangements had increased 

as reflected by the growth in enterprise bargaining agreements. 

Productivity improvement had been an explicit feature of many of these 

agreements.  Workplace bargaining has been seen as providing a 

framework to assist the redesign of working arrangements and to ensure 

workers are employed in ways where they are most productive.  

8.30 Wooden and Tseng found that firms had almost 9 per cent higher 

levels of productivity where all employees were on enterprise agreements 

than comparable firms where employees relied upon conditions specified 

in an award. 8  

8.31 The 1995 Australian Workplace Industrial Relations Survey 

(AWIRS 95) collected detailed information on workplace relations in 

Australia. 9  AWIRS data still provide an indication of the broad reasons 

                                           
7 Productivity Commission, ‘Microeconomic Reforms and Australian Productivity: Exploring the Links 
Volume 2: Case Studies’, Research Paper, 1999, AusInfo, Canberra;  Johnston, A., Porter, D., Cobbold, 
T., and Dolamore, R., ‘Productivity in Australia’s Wholesale and Retail Trade’, Productivity 
Commission Staff Research Paper, AusInfo, Canberra, 2000. 
8 Tseng Y. and Wooden M., ‘Enterprise Bargaining and Productivity: Evidence from the Business 
Longitudinal Survey’, Melbourne Institute Working Paper No. 8/01 University of Melbourne, 2002. 
9 Department of Workplace Relations and Small Business, 1995 Australian Workplace Industrial 
Relations Survey, 1997, Changes at Work, 1997. 
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for entering agreements and the outcomes from agreement-making.  

AWIRS 95 found that the most common reason among managers at 

workplaces for entering agreements was to increase productivity or 

efficiency (53 per cent of respondents).  Managers were asked what effect 

the agreement had on the workplace with over half (53 per cent) 

indicating it had increased labour productivity. 

8.32 A more recent survey on these issues was conducted by the Office 

of the Employment Advocate (OEA).10  The OEA undertook an employer 

survey during 2000 to look at the reasons why employers were making 

Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs) and the outcomes from those 

AWAs.  The main reasons for introducing AWAs were to increase hours 

flexibility, simplify employment conditions and obtain better 

organisational outcomes – all productivity enhancing matters.  Of the 

respondents, 58 per cent indicated that labour productivity had improved 

from introducing the AWA.  

8.33 Employers entering into federal enterprise agreement-making also 

identify productivity improvement as a major motivation.  Information 

obtained from the WAD indicates that improvements in workplace 

productivity have been pursued in several ways.  For example, 22 per 

cent of agreements current at 30 September 2002 had a provision for a 

new or revised classification structure, 31 per cent contained a provision 

for the introduction of a performance indicator and 70 per cent contained 

at least one flexible-hours provision. 

                                           
10Department of Employment and Workplace Relations and the Office of the Employment Advocate, 
Agreement Making in Australia under the Workplace Relations Act 2000 and 2001, 2002. 
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The beneficiaries of productivity growth 

8.34 The benefits of productivity growth can be distributed in three 

ways – higher wages to workers, higher profits to employers and lower 

prices to consumers.  It is the Commonwealth’s view that the shift 

towards agreement-making is intended to encourage improved 

employment and living standards with low inflation. 

8.35 A means of accomplishing this aim is to achieve a closer 

relationship between changes in wages and changes in productivity. This 

is not achieved by providing award increases in line with movements of 

aggregate productivity or wages. 

8.36 As can be seen from the figure below, productivity growth has 

varied significantly by industry over the 1990s, with the three industries 

with the highest proportions of award employees (Accommodation, cafes 

and restaurants – 61.3 per cent, Retail trade – 35.8 per cent, and Health 

and community services – 31.1 per cent) being amongst the five worst 

performing industries in terms of productivity growth.  These three 

industries employed 58 per cent of all award employees between them in 

November 2002. 
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Figure 8.3:  Gross product per hour worked by industry 
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8.37 If employees in industries with lower productivity growth receive 

wage increases based on high aggregate productivity growth then real 

unit labour costs in the low productivity industries will increase as a 

consequence.  In the present competitive environment, the rising real unit 

labour costs would manifest as diminishing profit margins, as seen in the 

Accommodation, cafes and restaurants and Retail trade industries, and 

employment. 

8.38 This suggests that, other things being equal, granting award 

increases commensurate with the average increase in wages for all 

employees will have negative consequences, especially given the lower 

than average productivity evident in the industries with the highest 

concentrations of award employees. 

8.39 Employees in low productivity industries already benefit through 
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lower prices from the productivity growth in other industries.  Parham, 

Barnes, Roberts and Kennet have found that during the 1990s Australian 

industries with high productivity growth have generally paid the going 

wage increases, sometimes restored their profit levels (after suffering 

declines in the early 1980s) but have mostly lowered the prices of their 

products relative to the prices of products of other industries. 11 

8.40 Therefore, it is not only workers in the high productivity 

industries who benefit from such productivity growth.  Those workers in 

the slow productivity growth industries, those on awards and people not 

on a wage income also benefit from slower price rises of the products of 

those industries. 

Impact of safety net adjustments on the incentive to bargain 

8.41 In last year’s Safety Net Review decision, the Commission 

recognised that increases in award wages have the potential to influence 

the speed at which agreement-making is taken up. 12  This impact has 

been consistently established in Commonwealth submissions to Safety 

Net Review cases. 

8.42 The Safety Net Review process is therefore not designed to reflect 

the wage increases workers have enjoyed through enterprise or individual 

bargaining.  Safety net adjustments need to be moderate and capped to 

ensure that the floor to bargaining is not continually raised. 

8.43 Figure C.1 in Appendix C provides data from the May 2002 EEH 

Survey on the proportions of employees whose pay was set by awards, 

collective agreements and individual agreements.  The figure shows that 

                                           
11 D Parham, P Barnes, P Roberts and S Kennett, ‘Distribution of the Economic Gains of the 1990s’, 
Productivity Commission Staff Research Paper, AusInfo, Canberra, 2000. 
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award coverage continues to be highest in the services sector. 

8.44 The report by DEWR and the OEA, Agreement making in 

Australia under the Workplace Relations Act: 2000 and 2001,13 reveals 

that agreement-making is expanding into the services sector.  The EEH 

Survey confirms this trend with the reliance on awards as a pay setting 

mechanism declining between May 2000 and May 2002 in the majority 

of service industries.  At the same time, the data also reveal that there is 

much more that can still be achieved in agreement-making in this sector. 

8.45 Figures 8.4 and 8.5 illustrate the potential adverse impact of the 

ACTU’s claim on the incentive to bargain. The figures provide a time 

series of the AAWI per employee for all quantifiable federal wage 

agreements certified in the quarter and for the highest and lowest quartiles 

of AAWI per employee covered by these agreements. 

8.46 A time series of previous safety net adjustments as a percentage of 

C10 and C14 are also provided in Figures 8.4 and 8.5 respectively.  The 

figures also show the percentage increases that the ACTU’s proposed 

$24.60 per week increase represents (4.7 per cent as a proportion of C10 

and 5.7 per cent as a proportion of C14). 

8.47 If the Commission were to grant the ACTU’s claim, it would 

substantially exceed the AAWIs generally provided to employees through 

federal agreements.  Both figures also show that the safety net 

adjustments granted over time have generally provided higher percentage 

increases than the AAWIs for the lowest quartile of agreement-covered 

employees. 

                                                                                                                         
12 Safety Net Review – Wages May 2002, Print PR02002, paragraph 162. 
13 Department of Employment and Workplace Relations and the Office of the Employment Advocate, 
Agreement Making in Australia under the Workplace Relations Act: 2000 and 2001, 2002. 
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Figure 8.4: A comparison of AAWIs for federal wage agreements, 
highest and lowest quartiles, and safety net adjustments and the 
ACTU’s claim as a proportion of C10 
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Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database. 

Figure 8.5: A comparison of AAWIs for federal wage agreements, 
highest and lowest quartiles, and safety net adjustments and the 
ACTU’s claim as a proportion of C14 
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Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database. 
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8.48 Figure 8.6 expands on this analysis to demonstrate more clearly 

the adverse impact a large safety net adjustment could have on the 

incentive to bargain for award-reliant workers. 

8.49 Figure 8.6 shows the 10 per cent of employees with the lowest 

AAWIs covered by all federal agreements certified in the quarter.  The 

significance of the lowest decile of AAWIs per employee is that 48 per 

cent of these workers are in the services sector. 

8.50 As mentioned above, it is the services sector that continues to 

exhibit high levels of award coverage.  The three industries with the 

greatest proportion of employees covered by awards, Accommodation, 

cafes and restaurants, Retail trade and Health and community services 

alone constitute more than a third of the lowest decile of AAWIs per 

employee covered by federal enterprise agreements. 

Figure 8.6: A comparison of AAWIs for federal wage agreements, 
lowest decile and safety net adjustments and the ACTU’s claim as a 
proportion of C14 and C10 
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8.51 In the many award-reliant industries there is only a small 

differential between the rates of pay for employees on awards and those 

on collective agreements.  On average, employees paid by collective 

agreements in the Accommodation, cafes and restaurants and Retail trade 

industries receive less than $3 per week more than those paid by awards 

(see Figure C.2 in Appendix C). 

8.52 In terms of federal certified agreements, these industries had 

AAWIs of 3.0 and 3.2 per cent per employee in the September quarter 

2002 – below the award wage increase that the ACTU is pursuing in the 

Safety Net Review this year. 

8.53 The importance of granting moderate and capped award increases 

for workplace agreement-making cannot be overemphasised. 

Conclusion 

8.54 The surge in labour productivity from the latter half of the 1990s 

appears to have been driven in large part by the economic reforms of the 

last two decades.  An important element of these reforms has been the 

shift towards bargaining at the enterprise level through changes to the 

workplace relations system. 

8.55 The evidence regarding both aggregate productivity growth rates 

over time and the differential in those rates between industries indicates 

that the shift towards enterprise and individual bargaining has played a 

significant role in improving productivity. 

8.56 The growth in productivity has underpinned the growing 

prosperity of not only those workers engaged in agreement-making but 

also award-reliant workers as productivity improvements have been 

passed on in the form of slower growth of prices. 
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LIVING STANDARDS 

Introduction 

9.1 Unemployment or joblessness is a key cause of inequality. 

Accordingly, employment creation rather than increasing the incomes of 

those in work is needed to reduce income inequality in Australia.  

9.2 Given the financial and social hardship that unemployment 

imposes, it is imperative that safety net adjustments do not adversely 

impact on employment. 

9.3 Unemployment is a major cause of financial stress and affects the 

general well-being of individuals, families and communities.  Job seekers 

continue to struggle in financial terms relative to low paid workers.  

Further reductions in unemployment will greatly improve living standards 

in the community. 

9.4 The Commonwealth is not opposed to a moderate and responsible 

safety net wage increase.  As in its past submissions to Safety Net 

Reviews, the Commonwealth strongly contends that any increase ought to 

be capped at the tradesperson’s level. 

Earnings 

9.5 Earnings have continued to increase in real terms across the 

distribution, showing that low paid workers are benefiting from economic 

growth.  Between May 1996 and May 2002, real earnings grew by 4.9 per 

cent for employees at the 10th percentile, and by 6.7 per cent for those at 

the 25th percentile.  An increase of $12 per week would maintain the real 

value of the FMW. 
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Figure 9.1: Australian real total weekly earnings, by percentile, from 
1975 to 2002 for full-time adult non-managerial employees 
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9.6 Due to the temporary spike in inflation as a result of the 

introduction of the GST, real earnings dipped in 2001 but clearly, this 

was a temporary decline which was more than offset by the income tax 

cuts that formed part of the tax reform package. 

9.7 The widening of the earnings dispersion evident in Figure 9.1 has 

been occurring for at least two decades.  Since 1996, this widening has 

been more prominent at the top rather than at the bottom of the 

distribution.  For example, between 1996 and 2002: 

The gap between the full-time earnings at the 90th percentile of 

employees and those at the median rose by 3.5 per cent. 

• 

• In comparison, the gap between the full-time earnings at the median 

and at the 10th percentile increased by 2.3 per cent. 
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9.8 Widening earnings dispersion reflects wide-ranging and 

fundamental change in the labour market.  It is due to changes in 

employment patterns (supply and demand side factors), the spread of 

information and other technological advancements and greater social 

diversification.1  The same long term processes underlie the broadening 

of the earnings dispersion in other advanced and dynamic economies such 

as the United States and the United Kingdom.  

9.9 Differences in earnings levels play an important role in enhancing 

the productivity and flexibility of the workforce.  Such differences act to 

reward individuals’ initial investment in education and training and any 

subsequent re-skilling that is needed for progression up career paths or for 

career changes.  Also, the possibility of higher earnings encourages 

workers to make specific productivity improvements within a workplace 

relations framework that is leading to greater participation in agreement-

making. 

9.10 In Australia these important economic benefits have been gained 

without imperilling the living standards of the low paid.  Not only have 

low paid workers enjoyed sustained real gains in earnings, but the income 

support and tax systems are designed to prevent deterioration in income 

inequality. 

Income 

9.11 While earnings dispersion has grown more or less continuously, 

the broad distribution of income has remained largely unchanged in the 

latter half of the 1990s.  This issue has been covered extensively in 

                                           
1 Joint Governments’ Submission, 2000-2001 Safety Net Review – Wages (printed version), pages 51-
52, and Appendix G, pages 223-244. 
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previous Commonwealth submissions to the Safety Net Review. In 

particular,  

• 

• 

                                          

Saunders found that income inequality did not increase between 

1994-95 and 1999-2000.2  

Harding and Greenwell found that there was no significant change in 

income inequality from 1993-94 to 1998-99 (according to expenditure 

data) and no change between 1994-95 and 1997-98 (according to 

income data).3 

9.12 A recent study by Athanasopoulos and Vahid confirms the earlier 

research.  The authors state that ‘our analysis based on HES [Household 

Expenditure Survey] data suggests that the upward trend in inequality 

may have levelled out in the late 90s’.4 

9.13 Income inequality appears to have changed in terms of its 

relationship with labour market status.  Athanasopoulos and Vahid find 

evidence of growth in the degree of variation in income inequality among 

individuals, between the employment status categories (full-time, part-

time, self employed, unemployed and not in the workforce).  In other 

words, employment and joblessness may have become more important 

influences on income inequality all other things being equal. 

 
2 P Saunders ‘Household Income and Its Distribution’ ABS Australian Economic Indicators, Feature 
Article (Cat No 1350.0), June 2001, pages 33-55. 
3 A Harding and H Greenwell ‘Trends in Income and Expenditure Inequality in the 1980s and 1990s: A 
re-examination and further results’ NATSEM Discussion Paper, June 2002, No 57.  
4 G Athanasopoulos and F Vahid ‘Statistical Inference on Changes in Income Inequality in Australia’ 
Working Paper 9, Monash University Department of Econometrics and Business Statistics, August 20, 
2002, page 20. 
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Unemployment  

9.14 Much has been said about the relationship between minimum 

wages and employment in the course of successive Safety Net Review 

cases before the Commission.  This issue remains an important part of the 

Commonwealth’s case and is developed in Section 5. 

9.15 The Commonwealth strongly submits that the Commission’s 

consideration of the job losses that would result from a safety net 

adjustment of the size of the ACTU’s claim must also examine the full 

range of costs associated with job loss. 

9.16 Some of the material submitted by the ACTU implies that the 

problems of unemployment will be seen only, or primarily, in terms of 

income loss, to be set easily against the financial income gains of workers 

who receive a wage increase and retain employment.  

9.17 The paper by Dowrick and Quiggin asserts that: 

Swinnerton (1996) gives conditions under which an increase in the 
minimum wage will increase welfare, regardless of the sign of its 
impact on employment.5 

9.18 However, the improvement in social welfare Swinnerton refers to 

is conditional and one that comes at the cost of higher unemployment. 

9.19 More importantly, a recent study by Neumark and Wascher 

suggests that minimum wage increases may not improve the overall 

welfare of low income families, who are of primary concern in the Safety 

Net Review.6  Neumark and Wascher’s research is particularly relevant to 

this Safety Net Review.  The negative effect of unemployment on the 

                                           
5 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, page 101. 
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earnings of some low income families that Neumark and Wascher 

identify may be large enough to offset the positive effect of a safety net 

increase for award wage workers in low income families.  

9.20 The disemployment effect merits an evaluation of its own. In 

monetary terms, it is extremely difficult to fully account for all of the 

costs which unemployment would pose on individuals and society. 

Clearly, however, the severity of these costs places them in a different 

order of magnitude to earning gains or losses which may result from a 

safety net adjustment.  

Individual and social costs of unemployment 

9.21 Unemployment imposes very serious costs on individuals and 

society.  Though the research does not always reveal the direction of 

causality, it generally identifies a close relationship between 

unemployment and well-being and living standards in the broadest and 

most complete sense of the term.   

9.22 Unemployment has a considerable impact on the individual.  Job 

loss causes trauma.7  Unsuccessful job search leads to frustration and 

discouragement.   

9.23 The skills of unemployed people depreciate as they are out of 

work, out of practice and lose professional contacts in the workplace.  

Sen suggests that unemployment may generate a loss of cognitive 

abilities as a result of the unemployed person’s loss of confidence and 

                                                                                                                         
6 D Neumark and W Wascher ‘Do Minimum Wages Fight Poverty?’ Economic Inquiry, July 2002, Vol 
40, No 3, pages 315-333. 
7 B Headey ‘The Psychological Impact of Unemployment’ in P Saunders and R Taylor eds. The price 
of prosperity: the economic and social costs of unemployment, 2002, Chapter 11, pages 213-225. 
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sense of control.8  A lack of success in the labour market is likely to 

diminish an individual’s sense of worth and psychological well-being.  

9.24 Social psychologists connect unemployment to mental health in 

many forms, including depression, anxiety, low self-esteem and strained 

personal relations.9  The discouragement that is induced by 

unemployment can leave unemployed persons resigned to their situation 

and passive. 

9.25 In contrast, employment provides a time structure within a 

person’s day; implies regularly shared experiences and contacts with 

people in the workplace; links individuals to goals and purposes beyond 

their own; and it encourages participation.10 

9.26 Unemployment has also been linked to poor health through, for 

instance, bad diet and illegal drug use.11   

9.27 The impact of unemployment goes beyond the individual.  It can 

weaken the harmony and coherence of relationships, such as within 

families, and lead to social exclusion.   

9.28 Unemployment has implications for the wider community.  

Saunders suggests that areas of high unemployment become increasingly 

prone to crime.12  This acts to drive potential businesses and key local 

services away, further entrenching regional disadvantage and 

                                           
8 A Sen ‘Inequality, unemployment and contemporary Europe’ International Labour Review, 1997, Vol 
36, No 2. 
9 W Darity and A Goldsmith ‘Social Psychology, Unemployment and Macroeconomics’ Journal of 
Economic Perspectives, Winter 1996, Vol 10, No 1. 
10 Reference to M Jahoda ‘Economic Recession and Mental Health: Some Conceptual Issues’ Journal 
of Social Issues, Fall 1988, Vol. 44, pages 13-23, in W Darity and A Goldsmith ‘Social Psychology, 
Unemployment and Macroeconomics’ Journal of Economic Perspectives, Winter 1996, Vol 10, No 1. 
11 L Morrell, R Taylor and C Kerr ‘Unemployment and young people’s health’ Medical Journal of 
Australia, 1998, Vol 168. 
12 P Saunders ‘The impact of unemployment on poverty, inequality and social exclusion’ The Price of 
Prosperity: The Economic and Social Costs of Unemployment, 2002. 
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unemployment.  As families struggle to cope with the personal crises 

resulting from unemployment, they withdraw from social life and 

community interaction.   

9.29 Weatherburn’s examination of crime in Australia shows that when 

unemployment is concentrated within an area it cuts young people off 

from access to information about legitimate income-earning activities.13  

Also, unemployment tightens economic stress on families with dependent 

children.  This can disrupt the parenting process, and increase the risk that 

children exposed to this disruption will become involved in crime later in 

life. 

The impact of unemployment on job prospects 

9.30 Periods of unemployment, particularly for low paid workers, can 

have detrimental impacts on their future job prospects.  A large body of 

research shows that unemployment has a ‘scarring’ effect which weakens 

future employment prospects.14  This effect is evident particularly for low 

paid workers, who generally have fewer marketable skills and less 

sophisticated job search techniques. 

9.31 For example, Dunlop examined the earnings mobility and 

transition patterns of low paid adults.  She found that unemployment has 

a significant negative impact on low paid workers. 

                                           
13 D Weatherburn ‘The impact of unemployment on crime’ The Price of Prosperity: The Economic and 
Social Costs of Unemployment, 2002. 
14 C Brooks and P Volker ‘The Probability of Leaving Unemployment: The Influence of Duration, 
Destination and Demographics’ The Economic Record, September 1986, pages 296-309; B Chapman, 
P N Junankar, C A Kapuscinski ‘Long term unemployment: Projections and Policy’ Centre for 
Economic Policy Research Discussion Paper, June 1992, No 274; A T Le and P W Miller ‘Job Quality 
and Churning of the Pool of Unemployed’ ABS Occasional paper, November 1999, (Cat No 
6293.0.00.003); S Knights, L Harris and J Loundes ‘Dynamic Relationships in the Australian Labour 
Market: Heterogeneity and State Dependence’, Melbourne Institute Working Paper, May 2000, No 6. 
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[W]orkers who are low paid and who have experienced a recent 
spell of joblessness or underemployment have double the chance of 
low paid workers in the general population to exit to joblessness and 
are four times more likely than higher paid adult wage and salary 
earners in the general population to move out of employment. This 
implies that joblessness has a negative impact on the labour market 
transitions of low paid workers in the Australian labour market.15 

9.32 Although there is considerable upward wage mobility for low paid 

workers, it is also true that they tend to experience greater disadvantage 

after job loss.  This impairs their chances of regaining employment.  

9.33 The ACTU itself submits that: 

Quite a large section of low wage workers cycle between low wage 
jobs and no jobs. 

… workers who lose their jobs systematically are forced to accept 
lower wages in their replacement job. Indeed, the wage loss from 
involuntary job change often lasts for many years, if not the rest of 
the working life.16 

9.34 Deliberations concerning safety net adjustments should recognise 

not only the immediate problem of job loss but also the future impacts of 

higher labour costs on the ability of low skilled job seekers to gain a 

secure means of living. 

Long-term unemployment and joblessness 

9.35 Progress has been made in reducing unemployment to some of the 

lowest levels seen in the last ten years (see Figure 9.2 below).  The trend 

unemployment rate has fallen from 10.7 per cent in January 1993 to 6.1 

per cent in January 2003.  This reflects favourable economic conditions 

                                           
15 Y Dunlop ‘Labour Market Outcomes of Low Paid Adult Workers: An Application Using the Survey 
of Employment and Unemployment Patterns’ ABS Occasional Paper (Cat No 6293.0.00.005), March 
2000, page viii. 
16 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, pages 124-5. 
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together with a range of effective Government policies including better 

labour market assistance, improvements to employment services and 

more productive workplace relations arrangements.  

9.36 While significant gains have been made in reducing 

unemployment, further progress needs to be made.  It is important to take 

all efforts to push unemployment back down further to lower levels, 

rather than simply accepting the current rate as ‘good enough’. 

Figure 9.2: Long-term unemployment incidence and unemployment 
rate (seasonally adjusted) (a)(b)        
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(b) The dotted line represents a break in both the series from April 1986, when the definition 
of employed persons was changed to include persons working 1 to 14 hours without pay in a 
family business or farm, in line with ILO definitions (ICLS 1982). 

9.37 Long-term unemployment (LTU), defined as unemployment 

lasting longer than a year, currently affects 135 100 people and accounts 

for 21.8 per cent of total unemployment in trend terms.  There are two 

things to note about LTU: the first is that a short time after the beginning 

of a recession LTU numbers increase rapidly; the second is that even after 
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employment growth picks up, LTU declines only very slowly.17 Despite 

the decline in LTU and the unemployment rate since 1998, the incidence 

of LTU has not dropped below 20 per cent since January 1991.  

9.38 While the long-term unemployed are among the most severely 

disadvantaged, a large group, discouraged job seekers,18 also want work. 

However, they face significant employment barriers which would be 

exacerbated by a large safety net increase.  In September 2001 (latest 

available data), there were 81 700 discouraged job seekers, who had 

given up or had not commenced job search because they believed they 

had poor prospects.19 

9.39 The growth of jobless households is also of concern because of 

the danger of entrenchment of labour market and financial disadvantage, 

and social exclusion across generations.  The incidence of jobless 

households increased from 12.7 per cent in 1982 to 16.3 per cent in 

1997-98.20  Furthermore, more than half of unemployed people in 

1997-98 were in jobless households. 

9.40 According to more recent data, the number of jobless families (as 

opposed to households) was 1 442 100 in June 2002.21  In most of these 

families, the head of the household (in both couple and lone parent 

families) was not in the labour force.  However, there were 125 200 

families in which the head of the household was unemployed and the 

                                           
17 B Chapman, P N Junankar and C A Kapuscinski ‘Long Term Unemployment: Projections and 
Policy’ Centre for Economic Policy Research Discussion Paper, June 1992, No 274, page 2. 
18 Discouraged jobseekers are defined by the ABS as people who were not actively looking for work 
because they believed they would not find a job for any of the following reasons: age; lacked necessary 
skills or experience; language or ethnicity; no jobs locally or in their line of work; and no jobs at all. 
19 ABS, Persons Not in the Labour Force, September 2001, (Cat No 6220.0) 
20 P Dawkins, P Gregg and R Scutella ‘The Growth of Jobless Households in Australia’ The Australian 
Economic Review, June 2002, Vol 35, No 2, pages 133-54. 
21 ABS unpublished data, Labour Force Status and Other Characteristics of Families, (Cat No 6224.0) 
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partner (if there was one) was jobless.  Of these, 75 per cent had 

dependent children.   

9.41 The Commission’s decision will inevitably have an impact on the 

job prospects of unemployed people.  By making only a limited 

adjustment to the wages of the low paid, the Commission would make a 

positive contribution to further reductions in unemployment and thereby 

alleviate a major form of social and economic disadvantage.   

Wages and the tax-transfer system 

9.42 Safety net wage adjustments are a blunt instrument for improving 

the financial position of low income families because Australia has a 

social security system that genuinely targets adequate assistance to those 

most in need. 

9.43 Importantly, a wage increase will not benefit a household where 

no one works.  An unnecessarily large wage increase will, however, act to 

reduce the job prospects of no work households even more, by reducing 

the demand for low skilled employment.  No pay is a far greater 

contributor to economic disadvantage than low pay.22 

9.44 A targeted social security system means that some households 

will receive reduced government benefits, as well as paying more tax, as 

earned income increases.  For example, if the Commission grants the 

ACTU’s proposed increase of $24.60 a week, someone on the FMW 

(currently $431.40 per week), with a dependent spouse and two children 

                                           
22 R Lloyd, A Harding and H Greenwell, ‘Worlds Apart: Postcodes with the Highest and Lowest 
Poverty Rates in Today’s Australia’, NATSEM report presented to the National Social Policy 
Conference, July 2001, page 26. The study confirms previous findings that the main cause of income 
poverty is non-employment rather than low paid work. The study found that regions with the highest 
rates of poverty had an above average proportion of household heads who were unemployed, not in the 
labour force, young people, renters (especially public housing tenants), or people whose major source 
of income is government cash benefits. 

 

http://www.natsem.canberra.edu.au/pubs/cp01/2001_005/cp2001_005.pdf
http://www.natsem.canberra.edu.au/pubs/cp01/2001_005/cp2001_005.pdf
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(one aged less than 5, the other aged 5-13), will be $4.19 a week better 

off after paying tax and having their Government benefits reduced.  

9.45  In contrast, the availability of, and regular indexation of, social 

security payments can provide a greater benefit to low income families 

than safety net adjustments.  In the absence of a wage increase, the 

disposable income of the same family (in paragraph 9.44) earning 

$431.40 a week at December 2001, would have increased by $12.28 a 

week by December 2002, as a result of regular social security 

adjustments.   

9.46 Safety net adjustments are even less effective at alleviating 

poverty when households are polarised into multi-wage and no-wage 

households.  For example, research by Richardson and Harding23 

demonstrates that many low income families receive little or no wages at 

all and many families with minimum wage workers lie in the middle or 

high income bands. 24 

Capping 

9.47 The Commonwealth has consistently argued for a moderate safety 

net adjustment that is capped at the tradesperson or equivalent rate.  

Without a cap, the award wages of relatively high paid and skilled 

employees increase.  These employees should be negotiating their pay 

and conditions through agreement-making which facilitates productivity 

improvements. 

                                                                                                                         
 
23 S Richardson and A Harding, ‘Low wages and the Distribution of Family Income in Australia’, 
Paper for Conference of the International Association for Research on Income and Wealth, Cambridge, 
1998. 
24 As Ann Harding noted on the 7.30 report on 16/01/02, ‘one of the most startling findings of the 
(NATSEM report prepared for the Smith Family) for me was that six in every 10 unemployed people 
were in poverty’. 

 

http://www.natsem.canberra.edu.au/pubs/cp98/12_98/cp1998_012.pdf
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9.48 A genuine safety net of award rates is needed only by those on the 

lowest pay rates, as these workers may have reduced capacity to negotiate 

wage and productivity agreements.  Capping a safety net adjustment 

helps to ensure that it benefits these workers and more generally, low 

income families. 

9.49 As the Commonwealth has demonstrated in its previous Safety 

Net Review submissions, a capped increase directs a greater proportion of 

the financial gain to low income families.25 

9.50 While the ACTU’s submissions have long voiced concern about 

increasing earnings disparities, it seems this year that the ACTU is more 

concerned with the needs of low paid workers and less concerned about 

award-paid workers in general. 

9.51 The ACTU’s submission states that the Dowrick and Quiggin 

paper which it commends as ‘an important and authoritative contribution 

to the (minimum wage) debate’, supports claims that ‘moderate increases 

in minimum wages are likely to have a positive impact on wage 

inequality’ and that ‘minimum wages reduce poverty’.26 

9.52 The Dowrick and Quiggin paper treats ‘minimum wages’ and 

‘low-paid’ in a way that largely excludes award-paid workers with high 

earnings. 

9.53 The discussion of overseas empirical evidence regarding 

employment is overwhelmingly based on legislated minimum wages in 

the United States.27 

                                           
25 Joint Governments’ Submission, 2000-2001 Safety Net Review – Wages (printed version), pages 93-
95. 
26 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, page 98. 
27 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, pages 102-104. 
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9.54 Its choice of the ‘group of occupations which are low paid in 

Australia’ yields the following: ‘meat packer, sewing machine operator, 

sawmill sawyer, cash desk cashier, waiter and chambermaid (room 

attendant)’.28  All these occupations lie well below the C10 classification. 

9.55 The cross-country analysis of ‘minimum wages, inequality and 

unemployment’ in Australia and other countries uses the ratio of the fifth 

decile to the first decile as the measure of ‘low pay inequality’.29  

9.56 In previous years, the ACTU’s submission has been called the 

‘Living Wage’ submission.  This year, however, it is titled the ‘Minimum 

Wages Case’.  This may signal a shift in the ACTU’s position to support 

for a genuine minimum wage safety net.  If the ACTU is seriously 

concerned by wage inequality it should be prepared to accept a capped 

safety net increase. 

9.57 Both the Commonwealth and the Commission have 

acknowledged the tension between maintaining relativities and giving 

priority to the low paid.  However, since 1997, the Commission has 

awarded flat dollar increases, thus giving priority to the low paid. 

Conclusion 

9.58 Safety net wage adjustments are a blunt instrument for improving 

the financial position of low income families.  The social security system 

genuinely targets adequate assistance to those most in need. 

9.59 When all the severe costs of unemployment are considered it is 

crucial that safety net wage adjustments are set at a level that do not cause 

major employment loss. 

                                           
28 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, page 110. 
29 ACTU Written Submission, Minimum Wages Case, 5 February 2003, page 23 and 26. 
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WAGE COST IMPACT OF THE ACTU’S CLAIM 

Calculating the direct wage cost impact of the ACTU’s claim 

A.1 This section explains the methodology underlying the 

Commonwealth’s estimates of the increases in wage costs which would 

arise if the Commission agreed to the ACTU’s claim or the position of 

the States and Territories.  These estimates show the expected changes in 

level of ordinary time earnings. 

A.2 The methodology is virtually identical to that reported in joint 

Governments’ Submission to the Safety Net Review 2000–2001 and the 

Commonwealth Submission to the Safety Net Review 2001–2002. 

A.3 This year’s estimates are based on new data from the ABS May 

2002 Employee Earnings and Hours Survey.  Only the preliminary results 

are available until at least late March 2002, when it is expected that the 

final survey data will be released. 

A.4 The estimation of the direct wage cost impact of the ACTU’s 

claim requires two steps.  In the first the proportion of all employees paid 

at the award rate is expressed in terms of hours worked.  The adjustment 

for hours worked is necessary because part-time employees are much 

more likely to be paid according to awards than are full-time employees.  

Without this adjustment, part-time employees would be given an equal 

weight to their full-time counterparts, leading to an overestimate of the 

claim’s cost. 

A.5 Table A.1 shows the proportional data for different categories of 

employees in two columns; first just for award pay setting then all pay 
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setting methods.  These proportional data are then adjusted according to 

average hours worked in the following way:   

• 

• 

The proportion of employees paid at award rates for different 

employee categories is multiplied by the average ordinary time hours 

paid for each of these categories.  These figures appear in column (e). 

The same calculations are performed for all employees, regardless of 

pay setting method.  The resulting estimates appear in column (f).  

Figure A.1: Proportions of employees and ordinary time hours paid 
according to awards and by all pay setting methods, by employee 
category (per cent)  
 Employees 

paid at 
award rate-
proportion 
of all 
employees  

Employees 
across all 
pay setting 
methods – 
prop. of all 
employees

Average 
ordinary 
time hours 
of award 
employees

Average 
ordinary 
time hours 
of all 
employees 

(a)*(c) (b)*(d) 

 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
Ft adult non managerial employees 7.8 55.1 37.9 37.9 2.97 20.89 
Ft adult managerial 0.0a 9.7 39.8 39.4 0.02 3.85 
Pt adult non-managerial 9.7 27.9 19.0 18.8 1.85 5.24 
Part time adult managerial 0.0b 1.0 19.3 18.8 0.00 0.19 
Ft Junior (total managerial) 1.2 2.0 37.3 37.8 0.46 0.76 
Pt Junior (total managerial) 2.2 4.2 11.4 12.5 0.25 0.52 
Total 21.0 100.0 na na 5.54 31.46 
Source: ABS, Survey of Employee Earnings and Hours (Final), May 2000 (Cat No 6306.0). 
Notes 
a.  The ABS estimate of 0.042 per cent is rounded to 0.0 in this table. 
b.  As no ABS estimate is available for confidentiality reasons, a figure was derived as the difference 
between the sum of all the other categories and the ABS estimate for all employee categories.  This 
derived value is 0.002 per cent. 

A.6 Dividing the total of column (e) by that of column (f) shows that 

17.6 per cent of all ordinary time hours are paid at an award rate.  

A.7 The second step in the estimation is to convert the claim to a 

percentage contribution to the current level of aggregate wages.  Given 

the relative importance of part-time employees the most appropriate 

measure of aggregate wages is hourly ordinary time earnings rather than 

average weekly ordinary time earnings (AWOTE) for full-time workers. 
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A.8 Unfortunately, none of the available data sources provide 

estimates of the current level of ordinary time hourly earnings.  However, 

it is possible to obtain an estimate by taking a measure of AWOTE and 

dividing it by 38, the standard number of full-time working hours per 

week. 

A.9 Data from the Employee Earnings and Hours (EEH) survey 

indicate that, in original terms, the value of ordinary time hourly earnings 

for full-time adult employees was $21.19 in May 2002.  Assuming that 

AWOTE for full-time adult employees will grow by 4.6 per cent over the 

year to May 2003 (which was the annualised rate of growth between May 

2002 and November 2002) the average ordinary time hourly rate will be 

$22.16 in May 2003.   

A.10 Accordingly, the ACTU’s $24.60 claim represents a 2.9 per cent 

increase in average ordinary time hourly earnings for all full-time adult 

employees. 

A.11 Multiplying the 2.9 per cent increase in ordinary time hourly 

earnings for full-time adult employees by 17.6 per cent, the percentage of 

all ordinary time paid hours paid at an award rate, shows that, if granted, 

the ACTU’s claim would increase the aggregate wage bill by 0.51 per 

cent. 

A.12 The States and Territories are advocating an $18 per week 

increase.  This position represents a 2.1 per cent increase in average 

ordinary time hourly earnings for all full-time adult employees.  It would 

add 0.37 per cent to the aggregate wage bill. 
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AGREEMENT MAKING  

B.1 From 1 October 1992 to 30 September 2002, an estimated 47 559 

collective agreements were certified in the federal jurisdiction.  

Figure B.1 shows that agreement making fluctuated in the twelve months 

since September quarter 2001 when 1759 agreements were certified.  The 

number of agreements certified in the September quarter 2002 was 1297.  

The total number of agreements certified in the year since September 

quarter 2001 was 6320 while the highest number of agreements certified 

in a quarter since the introduction of enterprise bargaining in 1991 was 

2406 in the December quarter 2000. 

Figure B.1: Number of federal agreements certified each quarter and 
employees covered, September 1992 to September 2002  
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Current agreements 

B.2 Figure B.2 shows the number of wage agreements current on the 

last day of each quarter and the number of employees covered by these 

current agreements (that is, wage agreements which have not been 

terminated and have not yet passed their expiry date).  As we have noted 

in previous submissions, this measure underestimates the total number of 

employees covered by federal agreements at a given point in time, 

although it does provide a useful indicator of general trends in agreement 

coverage. 

B.3 Trends in the number of employees covered by current formalised 

wage agreements reflect the variation in the size of agreements that are 

certified and expire during each quarter.  The columns in Figure B.2 show 

the number of federal enterprise agreements current on the last day of 

each quarter. 

B.4 Figure B.2 shows that prior to the introduction of the WR Act, 

collective agreements tended to cover, on average, large numbers of 

employees.  From late 1997 to late 1999, there was an upward trend in 

agreement numbers in conjunction with a slower upward trend in 

numbers of employees covered indicating the addition of agreements 

covering smaller groups of employees.  The number of current wage 

agreements has been increasing steadily since September quarter 2000 

and as Figure B.2 indicates.  The growth rate in the number of employees 

under current agreements has been gradual since late 2000. Fluctuations 

in the number of employees covered, while the general growth trend 

increases, is explained by the expiry of agreements and subsequent 

renegotiation process.  A number of large agreements (greater than or 

equal to 500 employees) reaching their expiry date in a quarter can show 
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up as a sharp drop or flattening of the curve.  The renegotiation of those 

agreements produces a steep increase giving a jagged, sawtooth pattern to 

the employees chart. 

Figure B.2: The spread of bargaining – the number of federal wage 
agreements current and number of employees covered at the end of 
each quarter, 30 September 1992 to 30 September 2002 
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Source:  DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database. 

Sector 

B.5 Data show that private sector agreements represented 93 per cent 

of all agreements certified between 01 October 2001 and 30 September 

2002 accounting for an estimated 67 per cent of all employees covered by 

these agreements.  This reflects the difference in agreement size between 

the two sectors, with private sector agreements certified during this period 

covering an average 92 employees, compared with an average of 612 

employees per public sector agreement during the same period. Estimates 

of the number of employees covered by federal wage agreements certified 

in each quarter, by sector are shown in Figure E.3. 
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Figure B.3: Employees covered by all federal agreements certified 
during each quarter, by sector, September quarter 1992 to 
September quarter 2002  
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Source:  DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database. 

Size 

B.6 The comparatively small average size of private sector 

agreements certified in recent years reflects the increasing tendency for 

smaller businesses and/or smaller units within enterprises to make greater 

use of formal enterprise agreements. The data indicate that, of agreements 

certified from 1 October 2001 to 30 September 2002, 61 per cent covered 

fewer than 20 employees. This is the same as the figure for the previous 

year. The percentage of large agreements certified, those covering 500 or 

more employees, was 3 per cent for the same period. Between 1 October 

1996 and 30 September 1997 only 45 per cent of agreements certified 

covered fewer than 20 employees (see Figure B.4). 
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Figure B.4: All federal agreements certified each quarter by number 
of employees covered by each agreement, September quarter 1992 to 
September quarter 2002 
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Source:  DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 

Industry 

B.7 As in previous years the construction industry dominates 

agreement making with 44.5 per cent of all agreements certified during 

the period 1 October 2001 to 30 September 2002 from that industry. 

Agreement making in manufacturing was also high and consistent with 

previous years at around 23 percent. Health and community services (5.7 

per cent) and government administration and defence (4.4 per cent) 

slightly increased their proportion on the previous year while another 

significant industry, transport and storage (6.3 per cent), had a lower 

figure than for 1 October 2000 to 30 September 2001. In agriculture, 

forestry and fishing the number of agreements being certified continues to 

grow - the number of agreements increased from 31 to 55 in period 

1 October 1999 to 30 September 2002. 
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Figure B.5: Spread of bargaining by industry1 all federal agreements 
certified in the period 

ANZSIC DIVISION 
NAME 

Agreements certified  
1 Oct 99 - 30 Sep 00 

Agreements certified 
1 Oct 00 - 30 Sep 01 

Agreements certified 
1 Oct 01 - 30 Sep 02 

 Number % Number % Number % 
Agriculture, forestry and 
fishing                                    31 0.5 38 0.5 55 0.9 
Mining                                   108 1.8 128 1.7 121 1.9 
Manufacturing                       1438 23.8 1649 22.1 1467 23.2 
Electricity, gas and water 
supply                                    75 1.2 65 0.9 53 0.8 
Construction                          2480 41.0 3514 47.0 2814 44.5 
Wholesale trade                     60 1.0 42 0.6 35 0.6 
Retail trade                             119 2.0 203 2.7 181 2.9 
Accommodation, cafes and 
restaurants                              64 1.1 69 0.9 56 0.9 
Transport and storage            480 7.9 537 7.2 395 6.3 
Communication services        14 0.2 22 0.3 16 0.3 
Finance and insurance           46 0.8 50 0.7 53 0.8 
Property and business 
services                                  133 2.2 128 1.7 143 2.3 
Government administration 
and defence                            305 5.0 283 3.8 279 4.4 
Education                               99 1.6 170 2.3 102 1.6 
Health and community 
services                                  460 7.6 384 5.1 359 5.7 
Cultural and recreational 
services                                  69 1.1 129 1.7 85 1.3 
Personal and other services    62 1.0 59 0.8 106 1.7 
              
Total 6043 100.0 7470 100.0 6320 100.0 
  

Source:  DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database. 

 

                                           

1 Data disaggregated by Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC) at 
the two-digit level. 
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PAY SETTING METHODS 

 
Figure C.1: Methods of setting pay, proportions, by industry 

 Awards 
only 

Collective 
agreements (a) 

Individual 
agreements (b) 

Total 

Mining 6.2 (d) 36.7 57.1 100.0 
Manufacturing 12.8 34.7 52.4 100.0 
Electricity, gas and water supply 7.4 70.3 22.3 100.0 
Construction 18.7 26.0 55.3 100.0 
Wholesale trade 11.8 7.4 80.8 100.0 
Retail trade 35.8 28.6 35.6 100.0 
Accommodation, cafes and restaurants 61.3 6.7 (c) 32.0 100.0 
Transport and storage 19.2 39.0 41.8 100.0 
Communication services 2.6 (c) 69.6 27.8 100.0 
Finance and insurance 4.9 (c) 47.7 47.4 100.0 
Property and business services 17.8 10.6 71.6 100.0 
Government administration and 
defence 6.6 83.7 9.7 100.0 
Education 7.8 83.5 8.7 100.0 
Health and community services 31.1 48.5 20.4 100.0 
Cultural and recreational services 11.3 29.6 59.1 100.0 
Personal and other services 22.2 42.6 35.2 100.0 
     
All industries 21.0 37.0 42.0 100.0 

Source: ABS, Employee Earnings and Hours Survey (Preliminary), May 2002 (Cat No 6305.0). 
Notes:  
(a) Includes registered and unregistered collective agreements. 
(b) Includes registered and unregistered individual agreements. 
(c) Estimate has a relative standard error of between 25 per cent and 50 per cent and should be used 
with caution. 
(d) Estimate has a relative standard error greater than 50 per cent and is considered too unreliable for 
general use. 
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Figure C.2: Average weekly total earnings, by pay setting method 
and industry 

 

Awards only 
$/week 

Collective 
agreements 

(a) 
$/week 

Individual 
agreements 

(b) 
$/week 

Total 
$/week 

Mining 1480.3 1559.3 1363.9 1442.8 
Manufacturing 507.6 862.3 828.5 799.1 
Electricity, gas and water supply 977 1059 1312.8 1109.4 
Construction 654 1081.9 808.2 850.6 
Wholesale trade 445.9 796.5 834.6 785.9 
Retail trade 325.1 327.4 628.1 433.7 
Accommodation, cafes and restaurants 366.4 369.1 539.6 422 
Transport and storage 697.3 993.6 779.3 847 
Communication services 387.9 (c) 889.6 1114.9 939.4 
Finance and insurance 460.9 778.8 1131.9 930.7 
Property and business services 443.1 772.4 840.2 762.5 
Government administration and 
defence 594.9 831.3 953.5 827.6 
Education 520.6 753.8 629.1 724.8 
Health and community services 428.3 696.3 619.9 597.4 
Cultural and recreational services 358.4 643.2 578.2 572.7 
Personal and other services 341.5 875.6 519.6 631.6 
     
All industries 430.2 760.8 783.1 700.6 

Source: ABS, Employee Earnings and Hours Survey (Preliminary), May 2002 (Cat No 6305.0). 
Notes:  
(a) Includes registered and unregistered collective agreements. 
(b) Includes registered and unregistered individual agreements. 
(c) Estimate has a relative standard error of between 25 per cent and 50 per cent and should be used 
with caution. 
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